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Quality, Quantity, Granularity, and Thresholds of Emergence 
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Bio-sketch: Frederick Turner is Founders Professor of Arts and Humanities at the University of Texas at Dallas. Of his many 
books his latest is Epic: Form, Content, and History (2012, Transaction).

Abstract: Hayek’s distinction between taxis—what is controlled or managed—and cosmos—what spontaneously organizes it-
self—corresponds to two kinds of order in the world, the predictable and the emergent, the quantitative and the qualitative. A 
controller must know the outcome of his actions in advance, and such predictions must be based on probabilistic analysis based 
in turn upon quantitative and continuous differences in the world. Not all changes and differences in the world are so; spon-
taneous emergence creates qualitatively new forms of order with new rules not to be deduced from the old. Yet quantitative 
changes can cross a threshold and suddenly amount to qualitative ones. Critical mass occurs with a sufficiently rich, complex, 
recursive and exponentially increasing body of feedback among the granular elements of a system, whose mathematical diffi-
culty requires new kinds of solutions. For such a body of feedback to arise, relatively autonomous individualities or “counters” 
with different strategies must compete with each other in ways described by game theory. The paper illustrates several such 
individualities and the results of their interaction in the inanimate, living, and social worlds.

Keywords: “Amounts to”; analog; catastrophe; cosmos; creativity; critical mass; difficulty; digital, dynamical systems; emer-
gence; feedback; freedom; games; granularity; Hayek; individuality; Polanyi; probability; prediction; Prigogine; quality; quan-
tity; Shannon; spontaneous order; Taleb; taxis; thresholds; time.

Quality and quantity have long been thought by philoso-
phers to be separate universes. Since the time of Newton 
and Laplace, who presented a view of the physical universe 
that was materialist, reductionist, and determinist, the only 
way that philosophy could rescue the concept of freedom 
and with it the world of value, responsibility, meaning, 
and beauty was to export it from the world of matter and 
energy into some other realm—and hence the division in 
our universities between the sciences and the humanities, 
Naturwissenschaft and Geisteswissenschaft. 

But the emergence of new order with qualitatively un-
precedented characteristics occasioned by the quantitative 
crossing of natural thresholds questions any simple dual-
ism. The presence of natural thresholds requires that the 
universe cannot be understood as composed only of smooth 
gradients analyzable by probabilistic and statistical means. 
“Catastrophes” and “cusps” in René Thom’s terminology—
the appearance of radical breaks and discontinuities—are as 

natural as continuities and predictable outcomes. Nobody 
(except, by coincidence, habitual prophets of doom) pre-
dicted the recent banking and mortgage crisis; nobody could 
have predicted the evolution of the human species; I cannot 
predict what insight I will come to in the course of compos-
ing this essay. 

Certainly many events can be predicted. We can predict 
planetary eclipses; the interference pattern formed by a suffi-
ciently large number of photons fired from a source through 
a double slit; the pressure of a given quantity of a given gas 
confined in a given volume at a given temperature; the effect 
of an increase in the money supply on inflation; even the ef-
fect of a well-known drug on the brain. Such events are con-
trollable by individual conscious design and thus potentially 
reducible to what Hayek calls taxis. But they do not by any 
means encompass events that are either unpredictable by a 
system less complex than they are, such as a human control-
ler, or constitutively unpredictable in themselves. Nonlinear 
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dynamical systems, as Ilya Prigogine famously observed, are 
the most salient sources of such unpredictability, as the ef-
fect of their feedbacks collapses from the homeostatic to the 
chaotic. But it is in the regime of the chaotic that new orders 
emerge, as locally stable equilibria.

The argument of this essay is that a cosmos depends on 
the presence of nonlinear dynamical systems at any level 
from the subatomic to the sociological, and that such sys-
tems both originate from and generate multiple and locally 
stable equilibria. Cosmic reality comes in semi-autonomous 
clumps, which can become the pixels of bigger and quite 
unexpected pictures, or the nodes of larger and previously 
unimagined networks, according to emergent orders that be-
come possible once those relatively stable clumps are estab-
lished. The clumping of quarks gives rise to a new language 
of subatomic particles which, when certain boundary condi-
tions of temperature and pressure are crossed, can clump to 
make atoms and molecules, granular individuals that can in 
turn clump to make crystals and living organisms. The gra-
dients by which such boundary conditions are approached 
can be smooth and quantitative, but the crossings are abrupt 
and qualitative. In other words, the natural and human uni-
verse is not only smooth and predictable but granular. It is 
quantized like the counters and turns of a game, and capable 
of unpredictable creativity: it constitutes Hayek’s notion of 
cosmos. The boundary or threshold between the quantitative 
and the qualitative, the smooth gradient and the cusp, the 
homogeneous mass and the clump, is approached when the 
difficulty of calculating the future of a system increases ex-
ponentially, or in Michael Polanyi’s terms becomes massively 
unmanageable (Polanyi, 1951). 

This increase in difficulty happens when infinite feed-
back loops appear within a collection of granular partici-
pants—in other words, in a game-like system. Mathematics 
implies a threshold between the computable and the incom-
putable—calculation is itself a controlled game using dis-
crete turns and counters, but it ends up positing infinitely 
“hard” solutions. Physics requires quanta and a distinction 
between the reversible and the irreversible. Chemistry dic-
tates catastrophic changes of state. Evolutionary biology 
requires distinct competing entities at every level of organi-
zation from the gene and cell up to the individual and the 
species. Neuroscience requires the emergence of qualita-
tively irreducible capacities such as perception and cogni-
tion. Information theory posits a distinct boundary between 
information and noise. Economic activity implies unpredict-
able financial crises and game-changing innovations. Time 

itself may be related to the threshold between the comput-
able and the incomputable. 

Freedom and responsibility, art and poetry can be un-
derstood in the light of threshold-crossing, and may indeed 
be traditional concepts and capacities that are our closest ap-
proach to anticipating threshold-crossings and understand-
ing emergent spontaneous orders. The implications for the 
social sciences and for public policy, though they confirm 
the insights of classical liberal thought about the limits of 
human planning, also suggest further perspectives and rich 
possibilities for the future.

“THRESHOLDINESS”

What Newton and Laplace, the heroes of quantitative sci-
ence, could not have known was something that has only 
recently become clear: that a quantitative difference, if close 
enough to some great natural threshold or inherent and 
constitutive instability in the world, can trigger a qualitative 
difference. Today’s market risk analysts, as Nassim Nicholas 
Taleb has pointed out in his book The Black Swan (Taleb, 
2010), are no better at detecting the imminence of such 
threshold-crossings, such inherent instability, than was the 
founder of probability theory and statistics, Blaise Pascal. 
The recent banking crisis was the result. Mark Twain’s fa-
mous aphorism, quoted by Churchill—“there are lies, damn 
lies, and statistics”—has been proven true yet again: the 
emergent whole is so often greater than the sum of its parts, 
and statistics can only deal with parts.

That instability, that “thresholdiness”—the demon that 
haunts all worldly calculation, because of its unpredictabil-
ity—has been explored by Thom (1994), Mandelbrot (1982), 
Lestienne (1998), and Prigogine (1997). The instability is 
perhaps just as interesting as the nature of “qualitativeness” 
that has bedeviled philosophers for so many millennia. It is 
the threshold between the quantitative and the qualitative in 
itself, the way that “something can amount to something.” In 
Mandelbrot’s insight, a Peano space-filling curve,1 which is 
after all only a line, can “amount to” a plane, if a plane is de-
fined as a two-dimensional space in which all the locations 
are occupied. A frilly crocheted plane, a flower whose bell 
results from more growth of cells per open unit of space than 
there is space for on the plane, can “amount to” a negative 
curvature and thus traces out a volume. Seven (but not five) 
H2O molecules “amount to” water, with its constitutive wet-
ness, flow, surface tension, ripples, bubbles, capillary action, 
drops, meniscus, and so on. It is only at the threshold of six 
that there emerges a sufficient numerical quorum of mol-
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ecules to provide the right degrees of geometrical freedom 
and constraint, thus exhibiting the collective electromagnet-
ic interrelation between them that generates these effects. A 
primitive light-sensitive spot on the head of an amphibian, 
with enough accumulation of transparent focusing tissue, 
“amounts to” an eye. A sufficiently large collection of self-
organizing nerve cells “amounts to” a mind. An over-insured 
and over-secure real estate market can suddenly “amount to” 
an economy where people owe more money than there is in 
the world. When a bank becomes “too big to fail” a threshold 
has been crossed. A competitive market can unexpectedly 
produce an automobile or a personal computer. Cosmos, in 
this sense, is the world of thresholdiness, of “amounting to,” 
of emergence.

It is the existence of thresholds at all that is so remark-
able. Why shouldn’t everything in the universe increase and 
decrease in an orderly linear fashion, instead of—as actually 
happens—undergoing sudden qualitative leaps when certain 
thresholds are crossed? One clue might be suggested by that 
exponential increase in the mathematical difficulty involved 
in computing the outcome of a system’s activity that accom-
panies the approach toward a threshold.

This difficulty, familiar to all who deal with limit theory 
and knots in mathematics, is itself a sensitive index of what 
we might call “thresholdiness.” In sociology it is Polanyi’s 
“unmanageability of social tasks.” In economics it is the 
point where the relatively predictable and controllable ef-
fects of pricing in an individual firm give way to the impos-
sible problem of state-controlled prices. Indeed, the measure 
of difficulty, its tendency to increase exponentially with the 
accumulation of variables in nonlinear systems, and its dif-
ferential rates of increase in different circumstances, may be 
primitively constitutive of time itself, a fossil of the original 
instability that must have triggered the emergence of tempo-
rality. The resemblance between Claude Shannon’s equations 
governing information (Shannon, 1948) and Boltzmann’s 
governing the increase in entropy is very suggestive. The 
threshold (the present moment) of the past (all that might be 
known for certain) abuts upon the radical difficulty of pre-
dicting the future. All we need for there to be a future at all is 
non-computability.

Paradoxically, new things emerge because thresholds 
await them. The thresholds are both necessitated by math-
ematical logic and encountered in the physical world. New 
things are like the bucket of water perched upon the prover-
bial door that will descend upon the unlucky victim of the 
practical joke when he pushes it open. What are the condi-
tions for that practical joke, what makes it possible, what 

rules would one need to have a universe free to invent radi-
cally new things without succumbing to mere inconsequen-
tial anarchy? 

THE NEED FOR GRANULARITY IN A WORLD 
OF THRESHOLDS 

One of those conditions is that a cosmos capable of thresh-
old-crossing emergence cannot be totally dependent on con-
tinuous variables. It cannot be decomposable into more and 
more minute gradients of quantity, cannot be fully under-
stood by the smooth bell-shaped curves of probability. Nor 
can it be controlled by a taxis that requires the accurate pre-
diction of the future. Is the world made up of smooth gradi-
ents or distinct parcels, or some combination of both? The 
answer seems to be the last. The wave-particle argument in 
optics and mechanics is only one of many examples of the 
issue. The point here is that a “thresholdy” universe must be 
granular—quantized—at some fundamental level, even if at 
other levels it behaves in smooth analogue curves. It must 
be made up of “pixels,” so to speak, which are atoms in the 
old Greek sense of the term. (Contemporary particle phys-
ics now knows of much smaller pixels than the atoms, but in 
the Greek sense those smaller irreducible chunks—whether 
quarks or strings—are the new atoms). 

“Time,” said Heraclitus, “is a child playing a game of 
draughts; the kingship is in the hands of a child” (Fragment 
52), which I take to mean that the mutual predicting con-
test, the second-guessing that gives all games their suspense 
and thrill, is at the heart of the nature of time: the strange 
asymmetry between the past and the future; the predictable 
and the retrodictable; the reversible and the irreversible. The 
Hindus, too, regard time as a lila, a game. And all games 
require the equivalent of distinct counters, turns, and play-
ers. A tennis ball is either in or out. A chess turn, a chess 
piece, and a chess square are fundamental quanta (granules) 
of the game. Without turns, the players cannot synchronize 
enough to have a contest at all. Without individual play-
ers with distinct interests neither prisoner in a “prisoner’s 
dilemma”2 could wish to rat out his accomplice. A market 
requires distinct rules and counters, whether the terms of 
contracts and bonds, the definition of fraud, or the denomi-
nations of its currency. Electronic calculation is itself a use-
ful game, using distinct ones and zeroes; all over the world 
engineers are looking for ways of making smaller and small-
er secure thresholds to hold and transfer bits of information. 
Even quantum computers only kick the problem—of keep-
ing the counters of the game distinct—down to the quantum 
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level. The “calc” in “calculation” is a Greek pebble or abacus 
bead used in geometry and arithmetic, and also in children’s 
board games of ancient Greek times. 

Paradoxically, it is only when we play with distinct 
pieces, and the defined rules that identify them, that the true 
mysteries and discoveries can happen: because it is only if 
lines are sharp and definitions granular that fertile paradoxes 
can appear. 

It does not matter if those counters and turns—the 
quanta and chronons of the world—are only relative to some 
particular feature of the universe, say sound or light or living 
cells. They can be fundamental and relative at the same time. 
No event can be shorter than the Planck time or happen in a 
smaller space than the Planck length; no sound for a human 
ear can be shorter than one twenty-thousandth of a second, 
20 kHz being the highest pitch it can hear. No piece of light 
is smaller than the wavelength of its photons. No cytological 
activity can take place on a smaller level than a cell. No vote 
can be cast by less than one person; no sonnet recitation last 
less than about thirty seconds.

THE PROBLEMS OF AN ANALOGUE 
UNIVERSE 

Let us perform a thought experiment and imagine a purely 
probabilistic world, a “straw man” to demonstrate the need 
for granularity. This is not to say that the “smooth” aspects 
of the universe—those that are quantifiable and divisible all 
the way down, and are subject to probabilistic expression 
and statistical analysis—are an illusion or unimportant or 
an obstacle to progress. Much of the universe, much of the 
time, is fairly accurately describable by approximations and 
averages, and we are fairly safe when we “round things off.” 
Most butterfly wing-beats in Brazil do not create hurricanes 
in Florida. Many varying conditions do indeed regress to the 
mean. Chi-square tests for goodness of fit are rightly persua-
sive. But the success of probability theory as a way of predict-
ing events and describing states too complex to be tractable 
in terms of Newtonian determinism, and its reliable use in 
the thermodynamic understanding of gases, work, entropy 
and even quantum mechanics, have led to an overestimation 
of the extent of probability’s writ. Probabilistic mathematics 
can handle negative feedback that creates homeostasis, but 
not positive feedback when it crosses thresholds that define 
new natural states. The resulting errors are especially glar-
ing in evolutionary biology, the social sciences, public policy, 
and the arts and humanities.3 The mutation that triggers the 

emergence of a new species; the assassination that triggers 
a world war; the dream that inspires a masterpiece; events 
such as these cannot fit a system of standard deviations. 
What makes a human being a human being is precisely what 
differentiates her from her demographic.

The predictable world would be one of continuous gra-
dients and variations in mixtures. Shannon (1949) points 
out that information can only be transmitted, and indeed ex-
ist at all, if the magnitude of its departure from the default 
state of its medium, channel, or carrier-wave is enough to 
cross some threshold that distinguishes it from noise. But 
the predictable world would be, so to speak, all noise. It 
cannot make explosions or compounds (as opposed to mix-
tures). It would be all bell curves devoid of cusps or catastro-
phes. It has no states of matter: Gibbs’ free energy function,4 
which governs such phenomena as freezing, boiling, melt-
ing, evaporating, precipitating, condensing and so on, does 
not hold because there are no natural thresholds to cross. No 
new species, no new ecological niches, no new works of art 
could emerge into existence, crossing the boundary from the 
unimaginable to the possible.

If everything merges smoothly into everything else, if 
everything gradually becomes everything else, there can be 
no game. Points could not exist, and thus could not cluster 
together to make lines. Lines could not stitch themselves 
into planes. Planes could not rumple and frill themselves 
into volumes. Time could not have distinct beats, and thus 
length; it could not mount up and thus could not have a 
direction; it would be an eternal amorphous cloud of be-
coming. The change of phase among solid, liquid, gas, and 
plasma, between crystalline and amorphous, could not hap-
pen. If the world happened to be endowed originally with 
a certain amount of order and free energy, the impossibil-
ity of unique new combinations—there being no unique and 
bounded entities to recombine—would certainly dictate the 
increase of possible happenings, but it would also gradu-
ally exhaust its stock of qualitatively different happenings 
through the increase of entropy over time. 

Politically and economically a predictable world might 
at first glance appear to be the dirigiste’s paradise. Taxis 
would be all-powerful. All one would need to make some-
thing happen would be to apply the right amount of power 
and money (adding a little extra to account for the operation 
of the second law of thermodynamics, which would create 
waste heat). One could predict the results because feedback 
would be impossible and surprises inconceivable. Since ev-
erything would blend into everything else, there could be no 
polycentricity, for without boundaries there could be no cen-
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ters, and without centers no sources of relatively indepen-
dent causation and nodes of resistance. But the masters of 
taxis would get little satisfaction, for every exercise of their 
presumed power would weaken them, and the world that 
resulted would be diminished in its order and exhausted of 
its available work energy. Progress would be the mining and 
burning of whatever order remains, a perpetual regression 
to the mean, and the acceleration of the heat death of the 
universe.

Functional individualities—locally stable equilibria—
make available the strategic back-and-forth of feedback; 
the competition and cooperation among regimes of crys-
tallization or polarization in a metastable melt, among rock 
anemones in the ocean, predators and prey in the steppes, 
stock investors in the market, or cities and nations in global 
politics, that lead to emergent ecological niches, technolo-
gies, and polities. It is only by such interactions that things 
can “amount to” something other than themselves, that the 
whole can be greater than the parts, and that the crises, 
bouleversements and dénouements of evolution can be free 
to occur. Without distinct notes, there could be no music. 
Without distinct words, there could be no language. Without 
distinct lines, there could be no poetry.

TIME AS DIFFICULTY

The difficulty of calculating difficult algorithms, like the 
solution of factorials or the traveling salesman problem, is 
due directly to the nestedness of sub-calculations and sub-
sub-calculations that must be solved before each step in the 
process. Out of this recalcitrance emerges a primitive form 
of sequentiality, an asymmetry between the ease of, for in-
stance, the simple multiplication of a set of numbers, and the 
difficulty of the reverse, that is, the extraction of the factors 
of the large numbers that result.5 Significantly, a quantum 
computer, clumsy at classical computation, can in theory 
solve factorial problems with ease, being unburdened by 
temporal order, while a classical computer, struggling with 
scheduling problems, is quickly stymied when the number 
to be factored gets too large. We might speculate that each 
new emergent entity in the world is the latest attempt at solv-
ing the paradox of the co-existence of both kinds of compu-
tation.

INVENTING A FREE (AND THEREFORE 
SURVIVABLE) UNIVERSE 

If one were tasked to invent a survivable universe, that is one 
that still exists as does ours, it would be hard to avoid the 
singularly ingenious solution to the problem that we find in 
this one. A survivable universe is one that generates a new 
moment every moment, a new moment that reliably encodes 
the previous moment but is not encoded by it. It must be 
retrodictable but not fully predictable: it must be genuine-
ly branchy as we go forward in time, and genuinely single 
when we look back at it. Such a universe must be continuous 
in both space and time (or it would not be one but many 
universes). But the continuity should not be trivial. It must 
be continuous but asymmetrical with respect to space and 
time. 

The solution seems to be to make the basic constitu-
ents of the universe quantized; but make the logic by which 
they interact with each other and with themselves smoothly 
probabilistic. Then let its logic transform to digital once a 
certain size and duration threshold (the quantum/classical 
divide) is passed. The fine-grained logic of the universe is 
fuzzy; the coarse-grained logic is hard-edged and granular. 
The basic quanta of our hypothetical universe, its atomic 
pixels, work together by probabilistic rules of combination—
quantum logic—rules that are different from those of its 
coarse-grained logic, which is classical, Aristotelian. Make 
the world out of very tiny indivisible pebbles, or calculi, and 
make them chunk—or amount to something greater than 
the sum of their parts—only at certain specific thresholds. 
But make the fine-grained logic, by which their interactions 
and their chunkings happen at the most fundamental level, 
probabilistic and always analogue and curvy, or branchy and 
inexact at some level of magnification. 

Then let a more digital logic emerge in the interactions 
of the chunks that result. In large numbers those chunks 
themselves will still exhibit collective statistical properties, 
but only up to the point where some threshold of over-
crowding suddenly appears, such as when enough molecules 
exist in a space to constitute a gas with emergent collective 
properties like pressure and temperature. But the really inge-
nious twist is that those chunks must compete for existence; 
and their existence, their individuation, is assured only by 
their internal process being so difficult to predict that they 
cannot be absorbed by some more complex and unpredict-
able chunk or system of chunks, with its own prepared niche 
and procedure for modeling and incorporating subordinate 
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chunks. They are game-players already, unconsciously out-
thinking each other. This evolutionary process produces 
structures that act in anticipation of each others’ actions, cre-
ating a new indeterminacy of strategic competition and co-
operation. 

The final result of the struggle was the emergence of 
very large and complex individual organisms such as us: we 
possess the emergent property of freedom, an instantiation 
of the paradox of autonomy. Autonomy literally means “the 
making of rules for ourselves that we obey”—and the para-
dox occurs when we ask whether we are obeying the rules 
when we make them up, and whether once we are obey-
ing the rules we have made, we are still as autonomous as 
when we made them up. Are we constrained to only make 
rules that are amendable, like the U.S. constitution? Is such 
a constraint itself amendable, as when we bind ourselves to 
a solemn promise? Such a promise may be our freest moral 
act—a choice not only of what we do, but who and what we 
are. The match between such hypothetical issues—predict-
ed by the tension between the digital and the analogue, the 
probabilistic and the “thresholdy”—and our actual experi-
ence, is quite striking.

SOME SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL 
EXAMPLES OF THRESHOLD-CROSSING, AND 
THEIR MORAL IMPLICATIONS 

A very important kind of granular individual is what 
Edmund Burke called “the little platoon,” a human group 
or team of up to around 200 members—army platoons and 
companies, orchestras, ships’ crews, faculty departments, 
theater companies, small businesses, sports team organiza-
tions, law firms, scientific research teams, extended families, 
villages, and so on. Anthropologists confirm that apparently 
a human being can know up to about 200 people well, and 
be aware of the personal obligations he or she owes to each 
one of them. Below that threshold gift-exchange and quasi-
kinship relations are possible: above it we need markets and 
legal systems. Clever rhetorical and communicative devices 
and extreme stress can create larger artificial platoons such 
as tribes, racial nations on a war footing, and large coopera-
tives such as Mondragon: the danger is always that in the ab-
sence of more impersonal and automatic constraints such as 
the market, such organizations are in what Hobbes called a 
“state of nature” with respect to one another.

A second example of threshold-crossing is summed up 
in the expression “too big to fail.” If you owe your creditor 
$10,000, he controls you; if you owe him $10,000,000,000, 

you control him. If too many borrowers are using the same 
security (for example the sum of world real estate, or the 
good faith and credit of the government), a crash is inevi-
table.

A third example is the city, as it has been discerning-
ly examined by several urban theorists. Depending on the 
technology and the laws, there is a critical mass of popula-
tion and communication at which it becomes a net exporter 
of creations, ideas, and new forms of organization.

There seems to be, as Federalist 10 foresaw, another level 
of critical mass in population, geographical extent, and num-
ber of ethnic, religious and economic groups above which 
factions, instead of becoming damaging biases to a repub-
lic, cancel each other out as dangers to the public interest. 
They can then become useful game partners in a debate from 
which new solutions to problems can emerge. The need to 
make coalitions to be effective mitigates the exorbitance and 
narrowness of each faction’s claims.

A fifth kind of threshold may be the emergence of a 
middle class larger than any other social group, say at about 
38 percent of the population. Wealth suddenly increases, po-
litical freedom emerges, population stabilizes, and the likeli-
hood of aggressive warfare diminishes.

Though emergence can be dangerous and even cata-
strophic, none of the good things of the world could have 
come about without it, and there may be an inherent tradeoff 
between risk and true benefit in this regard. If we are willing 
to accept the risk (with whatever safeguards we can contrive 
that will not abort the process), the following implications 
should follow from the analysis presented here:

1. Functional individuality, with its locally stable equi-
librium, is fundamental if emergence is to be expected 
in the socio-political and moral arena. Since cells and 
organs cannot take part in social intercourse except as 
means, the fundamental kind of individual in this arena 
is the human person. Of the various individualities—the 
family, the little platoon, the city, the corporation, the 
organized religious faith, the state, the market, the in-
ternational union—the human person has by many or-
ders of magnitude the highest degree of integration and 
internal communication: even the internet has not yet 
reached the level and volume of connectivity of a single 
human brain. This shows the priority of the human per-
son as the primary value and most important element in 
ensuring the continued production of emergent order, 
and the basis of human cosmos.
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2. Difficulty is the sign of potential emergent order. 
Difficult times and “hard cases” indicate the point where 
experiment should be exercised—for instance, by a ro-
bust federalism and the encouragement of different sets 
of rules among the states and municipalities. Putting 
the human person in a much smaller and less power-
ful local arena can unleash its potential for the discov-
ery of new “attractors” such as the American novel, the 
airplane, the Hudson School of landscape painting, the 
transistor, and the social website.

3. New order may look deceptively simple, because old 
tangles, knots, and problem complexes are now accept-
ed as players in the game rather than as obstacles to be 
straightened out. Partisan politics always resists new or-
der because it cannot conceive of its enemy as a valuable 
debating partner. This point is a subtle one and really 
needs an essay of its own.

4. Time the destroyer is time the creator. Be prepared to 
wait while a critical mass of some unexpected param-
eter is accumulated.

5.  Emergence creates new territory. Theories of econom-
ic justice that try to find some basic stuff (like land, or 
“social capital,” or even, absurdly, genetic inherited tal-
ent) to apportion out fairly among persons fail to rec-
ognize that emergence changes what is the basic stuff 
itself. Tiny medieval cities like Genoa, Venice, Amalfi, 
and Amsterdam became world empires in the entirely 
new world space of international markets. The airplane 
turned the air into “land.” Banks made capital into a sort 
of fundamental “stuff.” Radio bandwidth did the same 
thing with the cosmic electromagnetic field. Cyberspace 
became wildly valuable real estate. There are no “natural 
resources” in the sense accepted by such groups as the 
Club of Rome; the crossing of a new threshold creates 
new natural resources. The combustion engine trans-
formed poisonous goo in the ground into fuel; the sili-
con chip made sand a natural resource.

A CONCLUDING REFLECTION

Chaos theory and complexity theory have supplied us with 
mathematics, models, and images for re-conceptualizing the 
world in an emergentist perspective. Much work has already 
been done in this direction: 

What the new science has done in effect is to place 
within our grasp a set of very powerful intellectual 
tools—concepts to think with. We can use them well 
or badly, but they are free of many of the limitations of 
our traditional armory. With them we can dissolve old 
procrustean oppositions—between the ordered and 
the random, for instance—and in the process reinstate 
useful old ideas like freedom. New concepts, such as 
emergence, become thinkable, and new methods, such 
as nonlinear computer modeling, suggest themselves 
as legitimate modes of study. I have divided these new 
conceptual tools into six categories: a new view of 
cause and prediction, a richer understanding of feed-
back and iteration, a revolution in the idea of time, an 
anthology of new recognizable structures and shapes, 
the idea of the attractor as a way of dissolving old dual-
isms, and the technique of modeling (Turner, 1997, pp. 
xi-xxvii).

If we are troubled by the reflection that as rational 
thinking beings we can have no intuitive understanding of 
the process of emergence, or that it is pointless to try to an-
alyze the inherently unpredictable, there is a talent that we 
possess that may console us. I have already hinted in this es-
say that the creation of art and poetry may be good examples 
of emergence and threshold-crossing. In the essay “Beauty 
and the Anima Mundi,” Turner (1991) proposes that the 
human aesthetic sense is precisely the capacity that an ad-
vanced animal with brain tissue to spare might develop to 
both guess and contribute to the course of emergence as it 
occurs around us on both the large and the small scale. What 
we find beautiful may be said to be what is about to emerge, 
what is emerging, what reveals its emergence. Art is the way 
that we use the hugely complex, multiply iterative, and as-
tonishingly adaptive tissue of our nervous system to contin-
ue the invention of the world. A new work of art, whether 
a sonata, a fresco, a sonnet, a scientific theory, or a lovingly 
raised child, is the most improbable thing in the world. and 
the most valuable for that reason.
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NOTES

1  A Peano curve is a fractal curve (not differentiable) that, 
although consisting of a simple line, fills the whole plane 
between determined x,y limits.

2  Two men are arrested, but the police do not have 
enough information for a conviction. The police sepa-
rate the two men, and offer both the same deal: if one 
testifies against his partner (defects/betrays), and the 
other remains silent (cooperates with/assists his part-
ner), the betrayer goes free and the one that remains 
silent gets a one-year sentence. If both remain silent, 
both are sentenced to only one month in jail on a minor 
charge. If each ”rats out” the other, each receives a three-
month sentence. Each prisoner must choose either to 
betray or remain silent; the decision of each is kept se-
cret from his partner. What should they do? If it is as-
sumed that each player is only concerned with lessening 
his own time in jail, the game becomes a non-zero sum 
game where the two players may either assist or betray 
the other. The sole concern of each prisoner seems to be 
increasing his own reward. The interesting symmetry of 
this problem is that the optimal decision for each is to 
betray the other, even though they would both be better 
off if they cooperated. 

3  Rémy Lestienne (personal communication) points out 
that Ludwig Boltzmann, like Josiah Gibbs one of the 
founders of thermodynamics, never believed that nature 
was “analogic” and thought that “analogic” physics was 
only a mathematical trick. Lestienne adds that Henri 
Bergson went so far as to identify true freedom of will 
as itself exclusively a moment of creative emergence—
“les actes libres sont rares”—while most of our decisions 
remain physiologically determined.

4 See http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/physics/Gibbs 
FreeEnergy.html and http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.
edu/hbase/thermo/helmholtz.html#c2 for useful defini-
tions.

5  Michael Heller’s (2003) Creative Tension: Essays on 
Science and Religion argues that noncommutativity, i.e. 
an asymmetry in logical order in respect of the identity 
relation, is all that is needed to get a universe. Turner 
(2011) writes: “For Heller, the essential issue is how 
timeless mathematics—which, he argues, miraculously 
does truly describe the real world—actualizes itself 
in matter and time. He suggests interestingly that the 
mathematics of quantum theory is non-commutative. 

That is, unlike commutative mathematics in which 3×7 
is the same as 7×3, the non-commutative mathematics 
of the first moment of the Big Bang and of any space 
in the present universe smaller than the Planck length 
dictates a difference in the state of a system according 
to the order in which a mathematical or logical opera-
tion is performed. That is, if 3×7 is not the same as 7×3, 
the difference is the fundamental unit of space and time. 
Given such units, a whole universe can evolve without 
outside assistance through the now familiar processes of 
selection, self-organization, and emergence in nonlinear 
dynamical systems. . .”
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Abstract: This article offers a critical appraisal of two distinct Hayekian theories, namely the theory of the spontaneous order 
of actions, and the theory of spontaneous evolution of social institutions. The purpose is to show how Hayek and some com-
mentators and disciples have mistakenly conflated these two distinct theories, and have thereby generated confusion over many 
other related crucial issues. The aim is therefore to clearly distinguish the two theories in order to identify the real message of 
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INTRODUCTION

It is common knowledge that “spontaneous order” is one of 
the pivotal concepts of F. A. Hayek’s thinking. Potts (2013) 
points out that Hayek’s work contains two different mech-
anisms that tend to overlap within this concept of sponta-
neous order, namely the evolution of rules and network 
coordination. In the present article I intend to delve further 
into the issue and heighten this distinction even more radi-
cally. In particular, I will argue that we are not dealing simply 
with two different mechanisms within a unified theory, but 
with two distinct theories (which may or may not be com-
bined): the theory of the spontaneous evolution of social in-
stitutions and the theory of the spontaneous order of actions.
I will first outline the differences between these two theories 
and—on the basis of this distinction—I compare the idea of 
the market as spontaneous order with the idea of the market 
as a spontaneous institution in the following section. This is 
followed by a discussion about the possible links between 
the two theories. In the concluding section, I offer some 

more general observations on theories of self-organizing 
phenomena.

TWO THEORIES OF TWO DIFFERENT 
SPONTANEOUS PHENOMENA 

As suggested, it is possible and indeed necessary to establish 
a clear distinction between two of Hayek’s theories on two 
separate phenomena: first, his theory regarding the sponta-
neous evolution of social institutions (developed mainly in 
Hayek, 1982; 1988); and second, his theory of a spontaneous 
order of actions (already clear in his early work, e.g. Hayek, 
1948). The two theories must be kept distinct because they 
pivot on (i) different “unintended (ordered) phenomena” 
that are “unplanned in a different sense”1; (ii) different kinds 
of “emergence”2; (iii) different kinds of “knowledge” (avail-
able in society); and (iv) different kinds of “invisible-hand 
explanations.”3 

Unfortunately, Hayek’s later work tends to blur this dis-
tinction, principally because of his rather haphazard and 
increasingly diffuse use of the term “spontaneous order,” a 
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habit followed by many of his disciples. Discussing Hayek’s 
perspective, Kley (1994, p. 26) observes that “the idea of a 
spontaneous order does not receive a sufficiently systematic 
treatment in his writings. This shows in the secondary litera-
ture, where the views about its substance, its scope, and its 
significance as an analytical concept differ widely.” Similarly, 
Hodgson (1993, p. 177) writes that a “serious shortcoming of 
Hayek’s work [is] a lack of clarity about the crucial concept 
of spontaneous order.”

The confusion has been further exacerbated by Hayek’s 
notorious binary opposition between “constructivism” and 
“evolutionism.” Employed by Hayek to qualify his personal 
position, the latter term shifts the bulk of the emphasis onto 
the theory of (spontaneous) evolution, demoting the theory 
of (spontaneous) order to second place.

For this reason I shall discuss these two theories sepa-
rately. For each of them I shall briefly consider four ques-
tions: 

(i) What are the basic claims of the theory? 
(ii) What unintended ordered phenomenon does it aim 

to explain? 
(iii) How does it do this? (What kind of invisible-hand  

explanation does it employ?).
(iv) Who were Hayek’s precursors and who inspired 

him to explore this path?

Theory No. 1: The theory of the spontaneous evolution of 
social institutions

Hayek developed this theory toward the end of his life. 
Although elements of it can be found in earlier works 
(Hayek, 1967), it is in Hayek (1982) and, especially, Hayek 
(1988) that the theory is explored in most detail. Hodgson 
notes that: 

[w]e have to wait until the late 1980s to receive the 
fullest explicit statement of Hayek’s evolutionary con-
ception, in a few pages of The Fatal Conceit. Given the 
significance of an idea of the ‘evolution’ of social insti-
tutions in Hayek’s mature work, it is odd that it receives 
so little elaboration (Hodgson, 1993, pp. 158-59).

Compared to the second theory, which is discussed be-
low (the theory of the spontaneous social order of actions), 
the theory of the spontaneous evolution of social institu-
tions is barely sketched; indeed Hayek gave it scant treat-
ment: “Hayek’s theory of cultural evolution is not a tightly 
reasoned, well-integrated body of arguments, but, instead, a 

more loosely connected set of general ideas and conjectures” 
(Vanberg, 2001, p. 59).

1 Characteristics
What are the basic arguments of the theory? Hayek’s (1988) 
theory of the spontaneous evolution of “social institu-
tions”—interpreted as durable and established systems of 
basic social rules of conduct—presents two arguments. The 
first argument is that most social institutions are the un-
intentional outcome of a slow evolution over a very long 
time. Evolution, in this sense, is a process of trial and error 
comprised of three steps. The first step is the generation of 
a variety of practices and rules, while the second step is the 
competition and reduction of the variety of rules via selec-
tion. The third and final step is the propagation and persis-
tence of the solution—that is, the system of rules—selected. 
The specific mechanism at work here is a form of group 
selection: the central idea is that certain rules evolve and 
spread because members of groups that follow them enjoy 
greater success (in particular, in terms of welfare and nu-
merical increase) than members of groups that do not accept 
them, or accept different rules.4 

The second argument is that institutions which have 
evolved over time embody the acquired knowledge or wis-
dom of several generations. They are a store, a distillate, of 
successful experimentations. Hence they embody a quantity 
of knowledge which would be otherwise inaccessible to an 
individual mind. This accumulated wisdom is therefore of 
a largely stable and stabilizing nature (rather than dynamic 
and catalyzing). As Hayek (1988, p. 75) writes: “Most knowl-
edge … is obtained not from immediate experience or ob-
servation, but in the continuous process of sifting a learnt 
tradition, which requires individual recognition and follow-
ing of … traditions.” Therefore, “[t]radition is in some re-
spects superior to, or ‘wiser’ than, human reason” (ibid.).

What type of unintended (emergent) phenomena does the 
theory aim to explain? The type of ordered unintended phe-
nomenon covered by the theory is a system of rules. The 
spontaneous emergent elements are, in this case, the basic 
social institutions. 

What type of reasoning does the theory employ? The invisible-
hand explanation used in this case does not presuppose the 
existence of given rules, but competitive sets of rules that are 
in the process of being formed or transformed. This invisi-
ble-hand explanation is generic, as it relies on few conditions 
from the outset. It employs a form of “conjectural history,” 
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which is to say that it is a reconstruction of how the systems 
of rules might have come into being.5 In other words, con-
jectural history is a rational reconstruction of a hypothetical 
kind of social process which may never have been directly 
observed but which, if it had effectively taken place, would 
have produced the phenomenon being investigated (in our 
case, the propagation and perpetuation of certain institu-
tions). Hayek (1988, p. 69) writes that this “is in effect an his-
torical, even natural-historical, investigation, not an attempt 
to … justify, or demonstrate the system itself.” It is this an 
investigation that tries “to make intelligible why some rules 
rather than other had prevailed” (ibid.).

It is also a kind of teleological explanation (even if a very 
particular one), in that even if it does not imply any specific 
designer, it effectively implies the idea that certain kinds of 
institutions would not have endured had they not acted in 
a manner likely to produce certain effects, such as increas-
ing the number and welfare of the groups adopting them 
(Hayek, 1967, pp. 66-81).6

Who were the precursors and inspirers of this aspect of Hayek’s 
work? Those who preceded and steered Hayek’s thought to-
ward this first type of theory include thinkers such as David 
Hume (1739), Adam Ferguson (1767), and Edmund Burke 
(1790). Endorsing the assertion that the two theories un-
der discussion—the theory of the spontaneous evolution 
of institutions, and the theory of the spontaneous order of 
actions—should be treated as distinct from each other, we 
may note that the three authors just cited offered consider-
able inspiration for Hayek’s theory of evolution of institu-
tions, but limited material (and in some cases none) for the 
theory of the spontaneous order of actions. Ferguson ([1767] 
1995), for instance, demonstrates considerable insight on the 
spontaneous evolution of social institutions, whereas the ba-
sic nature and advantages of the spontaneous market order 
seem to elude him.7

2 Clarifications
Similarities. Biological and cultural evolutionary processes 
have some similarities. Three key aspects that are particular-
ly important to remember, for both biological and cultural 
evolution, are the following. First, neither biological evolu-
tion nor cultural evolution follow “inevitable laws of histori-
cal development.” In other words, they do not conform to 
predefined specific phases or stages through which evolution 
must necessarily pass. Evolution is an open-ended process. It 

is then not possible to predict in detail future developments. 
Hayek (1988, p. 25) states that: 

[a]ll evolution … is a process of continuous adaptation 
to unforeseeable events, to contingent circumstances 
which could not have been forecast. … Evolutionary 
theory can never put us in the position of rationally 
predicting and controlling future evolution.

Second, every evolutionary process is contingent, inas-
much as it could just as easily not have come about—or not 
happened in the way in which it did. Third, every evolution-
ary process leads to sub-optimal results. An evolutionary 
process cannot attain optimal results because it acts on cer-
tain variants rather than on all possible ones (Simon, 1983; 
Elster, 1989; Hodgson, 2004). This notwithstanding, it can 
achieve certain results where other mechanisms would have 
failed. 

Differences. Two important differences between natural evo-
lution and cultural-institutional evolution are the following. 
First, while the contemporary biological evolutionary ap-
proach does not rest primarily on the inheritance of acquired 
characteristics and traits, cultural development rests specifi-
cally on such kinds of inheritance: that is, the inheritance 
of rules of conduct, rules that are not innate but learned 
through experience. Each individual then acquires rules 
of conduct from society at large: cultural evolution comes 
about through the transmission of information and habits, 
not solely from the individual’s physical parents, but from an 
indefinite number of human ancestors (Hayek, 1988). 
Second, there is a fundamental difference as regards the 
origin of variations. The raw material upon which natural 
biological selection acts is supplied by chance genetic mu-
tations. Conversely, the material on which institutional evo-
lution acts is supplied by human trial and error. Intentional 
agents provide such trial-and-error experiments while try-
ing to address various life problems. 
 
Theory No. 2: The theory of spontaneous social orders 
In contrast with the theory of the spontaneous evolution 
of social institutions, Hayek began formulating his theory 
of the spontaneous order of actions as early as in the 1930s 
and, unlike the other theory, it is expanded and developed in 
great depth throughout his subsequent work.
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1 Characteristics
What are the basic arguments of the theory? The theory of 
spontaneous social orders pivots largely on two fundamen-
tal arguments (Hayek, 1948; 1967; 1982). The first argument 
posits that complex social orders such as the market—that 
is, orders which entail the efficient coordination of innumer-
able independent individual actions—can come into being 
if the individuals follow certain abstract rules that allow  
all concerned to freely pursue their own ends according to 
their personal abilities and knowledge. The formation of a 
spontaneous social order is the result of individuals follow-
ing certain abstract rules in their responses to their imme-
diate environment. According to Hayek (1982, vol. I, p. 44), 
“[t]he responses of the individuals to the events in their en-
vironment need be similar only in certain abstract aspects to 
ensure that a determinate overall order will result.”

Consequently, the general spontaneous order that 
emerges is not part of either the specific ends of the individ-
uals (inasmuch as nobody acts with the aim of establishing 
an overall order of actions), or of the rules per se (inasmuch 
as no given rule is aimed intentionally at the formation of 
some overall order of actions). In this sense, order itself 
does not exist ex ante (in all its details) in the minds of in-
dividuals, but develops ex post. Thus the causes behind the 
emergence of order are endogenous: order is self-organizing. 
Furthermore, this polycentric and non-hierarchic order is 
flexible and dynamic; it is able to adapt itself to new circum-
stances. 

We may therefore describe a spontaneous order as an 
abstract order, a transcendent order, or a super-individual 
pattern. It is an order that may persist even if its various 
components are different in type or in number. In fact, for 
such an order to endure over time a type of relational struc-
ture must be maintained; its components must remain inter-
related in some way. The second argument—to resume the 
more general discussion—is that complex social orders of 
this type generate greater knowledge than any other type, 
with wide-ranging benefits. Moreover, the kind of knowl-
edge that emerges in this case is dynamic and catalyzing 
rather than solely static and stabilizing, in the sense that it is 
continually produced and adjusted by the intrinsic competi-
tive workings of the spontaneous order itself (Heiner, 1990; 
Witt, 1997; Chiles et al., 2010).

What type of unintended (emergent) phenomenon does it aim 
to explain? The type of ordered phenomenon to which the 
theory refers is an order of actions that depends on certain 
rules of conduct. The spontaneous aspect is the emergence 

of a pattern of cooperation. Observe that institutions—rules 
of conduct—grant a certain kind of correspondence of ex-
pectations (a first-level correspondence of expectations), but 
this does not constitute the order of society that is crucial 
for Hayek. The spontaneous order of actions (a second-level 
correspondence of expectations) is the unplanned result of 
the fact that individuals follow these rules and freely react to 
their environmental conditions.

What kind of explanation does it involve? The invisible-hand 
explanation presupposes in this case a certain set of abstract 
rules, and takes account of the unintended emergence of a 
particular form of interrelation between individual actions. 
This invisible-hand explanation is more specific than the 
previous one, because it can rely upon various precondi-
tions: for example, the existence of certain rules (which are 
accounted for in the invisible-hand type of explanation em-
ployed within the theory of the spontaneous evolution of 
social institutions). In Hayek’s words (1967, p. 72), “for the 
explanation of the functioning of the social order at any one 
time the rules of individual conduct must be assumed to be 
given.” It is important to stress that the invisible-hand ex-
planation as it is applied in this case does not constitute an 
example of “conjectural history.” It does not reconstruct “his-
tory”: the process it explains is synchronic, not diachronic. 
Moreover, it is not a teleological explanation. 

Who were Hayek’s precursors and sources of inspiration? For 
this second type of theory, Hayek’s sources include Bernard 
Mandeville (1714–23) and Adam Smith (1776). So as to 
confirm that the two theories are distinct, we should note 
that while Smith and Mandeville are precursors of Hayek’s 
theory of the spontaneous order of actions, their influence is 
absent from Hayek’s theory of the evolution of social institu-
tions. In the early editions of The Fable of the Bees (1714–23), 
Mandeville maintains, in fact, that social institutions and 
norms of conduct were introduced deliberately. He proposes 
a “conspiracy theory” on the emergence of social institutions 
and rules, suggesting that moral conduct is a “shrewd inven-
tion.” In other words, Mandeville rules out the spontaneous 
emergence of social institutions and norms over time.8 
Smith (1762-66) sketches a generic and tentative theory of 
development stages in his Lectures on Jurisprudence, but he 
never constructed an original or significant theory on the 
evolution of institutions.9 According to Petsoulas (2001, 
p. 147), a “theory of cultural evolution ... is not present in 
Smith.” This is also relevant to Darwin’s work. Hayek (1988) 
reckons that Darwin derived his ideas for spontaneous evo-
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lution from Smith. Darwin doubtless read the work of Smith, 
but while he may have found fodder for a theory of the spon-
taneous order of actions, he would have found nothing to 
inspire a proper theory of evolution. While it is true that 
the evolutionary study of society and culture long antedates 
Darwin (Sahlins and Service, 1960), Smith does not figure 
among the precursors of evolutionary theory. Hodgson 
(1993, p. 59) notes that “[t]he search for a sophisticated idea 
of evolution or anything clearly resembling natural selection 
in Smith’s writings is in vain.” 

2 Clarifications
Three particular points need stressing. First we must clari-
fy which rules must be present so that the emergence of a 
spontaneous order of actions is fostered. Then we must de-
fine the distinction between systems of rules and orders of 
actions, which seems to have eluded many of Hayek’s com-
mentators.10 Finally we must observe that the emergence of 
a spontaneous order does not in itself require rules that are 
themselves spontaneous in nature (another point that has 
eluded many commentators and disciples).11

First: two types of rule. Made orders are regulated by “con-
crete rules” (i.e., rules of organization), whereas spontaneous 
orders are regulated by “abstract rules” (i.e., rules of con-
duct). Concrete rules are specific, end-state-dependent, have 
a short-run orientation, and tend to be positive. Abstract 
rules, on the other hand, are generic, end-state-indepen-
dent, have a long-run orientation, and tend to be negative. 
Abstract rules are rules that refer to general types of situ-
ations or actions and apply equally to everyone, or at least 
to whole classes of individuals; they must be applicable to 
an unknown and indeterminable number of instances and 
persons. They are also independent of any specific result, 
outcome or end state. In addition, they must be stable and 
adhered to for long periods of time. Generally, abstract rules 
merely protect the private domains of individuals and do not 
impose any positive duty or action. They thereby prevent se-
rious conflicts as well as predefined tangible harms.

Second: systems of rules and orders of actions. Spontaneous 
social order—a situation that entails the unintended recip-
rocal coordination of actions among individuals—must be 
distinguished from the system of abstract rules that con-
tribute indirectly to its emergence. As noted by Hayek in the 
introduction to a key chapter in one of his most important 
books: 

[t]he purpose of these notes is to clarify the conceptual 
tools with which we describe facts … . More particular-
ly, their aim is to make clear the important distinction 
between the systems of rules of conduct which govern 
the behaviour of the individual members of a group (or 
of the elements of any order) on the one hand, and, on 
the other hand, the order or pattern of actions which 
results from this for the group as a whole (Hayek, 1967, 
p. 66). 

Hayek (ibid., p. 67) proceeds to state that the fact that 
“the systems of rules of individual conduct and the order of 
actions which results from the individuals acting in accor-
dance with them are not the same thing should be obvious 
as soon as it is stated, although the two are in fact frequently 
confused.” This same point is stressed again in Hayek (1978, 
p. 9): “The order of society is therefore a factual state of af-
fairs which must be distinguished from the regularity of the 
conduct of individuals.” Hayek (1982, vol. I, p. 113) repeats 
this point one more time in a later book: “The order of ac-
tions is a factual state of affairs distinct from the rules which 
contribute to its formation.” 

The distinction between the system of rules and the or-
der of actions can be highlighted in a simpler and more im-
mediate way by observing that an order for the whole society 
does not simply materialize whenever individual behaviors 
of a certain kind are regular in themselves, but only when 
certain forms of regularity in individual behaviour occur 
(ibid.). In any event, in many cases we discover the particular 
function which certain rules serve only after we have under-
stood the spontaneous order produced by individual actions 
in accordance with them. As Hayek (1982, vol. I, p. 113) ob-
serves, even scholars of law frequently confuse the system of 
rules of conduct with the order of actions: “Although people 
are usually well enough aware that in some sense the rules of 
law are required to preserve ‘order,’ they tend to identify this 
order with obedience to the rules and will not be aware that 
the rules serve an order in a different way, namely to effect a 
certain correspondence between the actions of different per-
sons.” 

As we have already observed, the matching of some ex-
pectations granted by the existence of abstract rules does not 
already represent order in society; compliance with such ab-
stract rules is only a precondition of order—an order of ac-
tions that effectively depends on both general rule-following 
and individual adjustment. The contrast between spontane-
ous and made orders is particularly salient in this context. 
In the case of a spontaneous order such as the market, the 
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system of rules and the order of actions do not coincide. 
Conversely, in the case of a made order such as an organiza-
tion, the system of rules and the order of actions tend to be 
much more closely aligned.

Third: rules are not necessarily spontaneous. The spontane-
ous and unintended nature attributed to the complex orders 
of actions discussed above does not necessarily clash with 
the deliberate application of rules and regulatory systems, 
at least those of a certain kind. In other words, spontaneous 
orders of actions do not perforce or exclusively require spon-
taneous rules. As Hayek (1978, p. 74) writes: “A spontaneous 
order may rest in part on regularities which are not sponta-
neous but imposed.” Later, Hayek contends that: 

[t]he spontaneous character of the resulting order 
must … be distinguished from the spontaneous origin 
of the rules on which it rests, and it is possible that an 
order which would still have to be described as sponta-
neous rests on rules which are entirely the result of de-
liberate design … . That even an order which rests on 
made rules may be spontaneous in character is shown 
by the fact that its particular manifestation will always 
depend on many circumstances which the designer of 
these rules did not and could not know (Hayek, 1982, 
vol. I, p. 45).

THE MARKET AS A SPONTANEOUS 
INSTITUTION VS. THE MARKET AS A 
SPONTANEOUS ORDER 

In this section I will use the distinction between the theory 
of spontaneous evolution of social institutions and the theo-
ry of spontaneous social order to draw a clear demarcation 
line—contrary to some current trends—between the market 
as a spontaneous institution and the market as a spontane-
ous order. This demarcation does not imply a simple distinc-
tion between long-term and short-term (market) dynamics, 
but a more critical distinction between different types of 
emergent phenomena and social dynamics. Identifying a 
distinction between the market as a spontaneous institu-
tion and as a spontaneous order within Hayek’s perspective 
is, to my mind, feasible both historically (the young Hayek 
explains the functioning of a spontaneous market order 
without referring to the idea of the spontaneous evolution of 
institutions, which is a concept that he introduces later), and 
theoretically (the Hayekian explanation of the functioning 
of the market—and of the formation of an order of actions 

within it—is possible and interesting whether we suppose 
either that the underlying abstract rules evolved spontane-
ously or that they were deliberately introduced).

The market as a spontaneous institution 
If we embrace Hayek’s theory of the spontaneous evolution 
of social institutions, we can argue that the market system—
as a specific form of institution—is “spontaneous” because 
nobody deliberately invented or set it up at any particular 
time in history. Instead, it emerged spontaneously and un-
intentionally over a long period of time. (By the same log-
ic, language is likewise a “spontaneous” institution.) Hayek 
speaks of a process of trial and error which overall lasted 
hundreds of thousands of years before producing the pecu-
liar set of abstract rules that characterize our current market 
systems. The theory of the spontaneous evolution of social 
institutions therefore explains how and why certain types of 
institutions such as existing market structures pre-empted 
other types of institutions such as defunct non-market struc-
tures.

It is the idea of the market as a social institution that 
Hayek (1978, p. 11) has in mind when he observes that the 
market system could not have been invented deliberately: 
“This follows from the fact that the result could not have 
been foreseen. None of our ancestors could have known 
that the protection of property and contracts would lead to 
an extensive division of labour, specialization and the estab-
lishment of markets.” He reiterates this point frequently in 
his work, as when he claims (Hayek, 1982, vol. III, p. 164) 
that “[w]e have never designed our economic system. We 
were not intelligent enough for that.” Similarly, the mar-
ket as a spontaneous institution was what Herbert Simon 
(1981, p. 47) had in mind when he wrote—in a text in which 
he acknowledged the contribution of Hayek’s theoretical 
works—that “[n]o one supposes that a modern organiza-
tion-&-market economy is the product of deliberate design. 
Surely it evolved from earlier subsistence economies … over 
thousands of years.”

The market as a spontaneous order 

If we embrace Hayek’s theory of spontaneous order, 
we can argue that the market is “spontaneous” because 
the abstract rules typically associated with it—whether 
they emerged spontaneously or were deliberately in-
troduced—do not contain instructions that directly 
aim at constructing the order of actions that emerges. 
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The mutual matching of individual expectations that 
emerges within a market system, thanks also to the 
mechanism of pricing that works like a telecommu-
nication system, is therefore utterly unplanned: “The 
order of the market is spontaneous, and emerges from 
the exchange behavior of individuals within a pre-
existing structure of property rights and rules of en-
gagement … . It is an on-going process within rules” 
(Boettke, 2011, p. 273).

It is the idea of the market as a social order of actions 
that Hayek has in mind when he notes how it is a self-orga-
nizing mechanism that enables the individuals taking part in 
exchanges to have greater opportunities than are offered by 
any other known economic system. Similarly, this same idea 
of what constitutes a market was what Buchanan (1977, pp. 
25-39) has in mind when he writes (in a chapter on Hayek’s 
contribution) that the key principle worth highlighting in 
economics is the principle of the spontaneous order of the 
market. Buchanan is thinking of the principle whereby—in a 
market system that has no top-down planning—supermar-
ket shelves supply such desired goods as tomato sauce.

Note that the coordination of independent actions, the 
efficient use of dispersed know-how, and the creation of 
widespread prosperity are possible in a market system thanks 
to the combined functioning of a framework of rules and 
the price system. Certainly, in his early work Hayek put the 
main emphasis on the role of prices, whereas in later works 
he laid greater stress on the abstract rules. The point is not 
that the abstract rules supersede the price system in foster-
ing the coordination and employment of dispersed knowl-
edge (Fleetwood, 1997) but, more simply, that those abstract 
rules are combined with the price system in carrying out this 
role (Runde, 1997). Notably, in their reflections on how to 
reduce the uncertainties of the social world through forms 
of coordination, sociologists tend to focus exclusively on 
the first aspect—the importance of social rules and institu-
tions—while economists stress the second—the importance 
of orders of actions. The originality of Hayek’s thinking is to 
consider both these aspects jointly.

As we have asserted above, the theory of spontane-
ous order only explains the role of certain rules (i.e., their 
function and importance). It does not explain their genesis, 
which then becomes the province of the theory of sponta-
neous evolution of institutions discussed earlier. This is 
what Langlois (1986, p. 7) terms the bidirectional connec-
tion between economic theory and institutions: “On the one 
hand, institutions influence economic phenomena, and this 

implies a need for economic theories in which institutional 
influences and constraints play a role ... . In the other direc-
tion, institutions and economic theory meet to the extent 
that theory can be brought to bear to explain the various 
economic and social institutions themselves.”

It should also be noted that, by interpreting the market 
as principally a spontaneous institution rather than a spon-
taneous order, we cannot evoke Hayek’s well-known “epis-
temic” critique of central planning.12 It is by considering the 
market as a spontaneous order rather than as a spontane-
ous institution that allows Hayek to engage in his renowned 
epistemic critique of central planning. As is well known, 
this critique holds that it is not possible to use intentional 
organization and coordination of the various actions and 
activities that make up an economy in a way that can guar-
antee the activation or effective use of dispersed knowledge. 
More precisely, it is impossible to intentionally concentrate 
the dispersed knowledge that enables complex economic 
systems to function, since this knowledge is situated (know-
how specific in space and time), tacit (know-how acquired 
through a process of “learning by doing,” and therefore one 
that is internalized in the minds of individuals, who make 
use of it without deliberate, explicit reflection), and dynamic 
(it changes over time, sometimes rapidly). 

It is therefore intrinsically impossible to make dispersed 
knowledge “public” through intentional action. Any attempt 
to do so—that is, an attempt to centralize knowledge and 
guide the economy—would result in a drop in productivity 
and efficiency due to the fact that we would be forcing the 
system to use less than the knowledge actually available in 
society, thereby reducing the scope for decentralized experi-
mentation.

It is important to note that the market does not merely 
“gather” dispersed knowledge; it also provides incentives 
to the individuals who “generate” it (Butos and McQuade, 
2002). Even Hayek himself, who placed little emphasis on 
this aspect in his early writings, later wrote that to define the 
problem of economic competition uniquely “as one of utiliz-
ing knowledge dispersed among hundreds of thousands of 
individuals still over-simplifies its character.” Indeed, “it is 
not merely a task of utilizing information about particular 
concrete facts which the individuals already posses, but one 
of using their abilities of discovering such facts as will be rel-
evant … in the particular situation” (Hayek, 1982, vol. III,  
p. 190).
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REFLECTIONS ON THE “DEGREE OF RELATION” 
BETWEEN THE THEORY OF SPONTANEOUS 
EVOLUTION AND THE THEORY OF 
SPONTANEOUS ORDER

Five possibilities: commonality, compatibility, inseparability, 
interchangeability, genesis
So far I have argued that the theory of the evolution of so-
cial institutions and the theory of spontaneous social order 
are two distinct theories. That said, while they are distinct, 
might we say that they remain “relatives” in some way? In 
certain passages it would appear that Hayek himself (1967, 
p. 77; 1978, p. 250; 1982, vol. III, p. 158, and 1988, p. 146) 
considered the two ideas of evolution of institutions and of 
spontaneous order to be “twins,” but unfortunately his state-
ments to this effect remain very ambiguous, and he does 
nothing to spell out what he means exactly. As Petsoulas 
(2001, p. 16) writes, “[t]his is one of the most puzzling state-
ments in his social theory, for it is never systematically ex-
plored.” Schmidtchen (2000, p. 32) concurs, arguing that 
“Hayek never delivered a formal model of the ‘twin ideas’ 
hypothesis,” as does Kley (1994, p. 39) when he states that 
Hayek “never explains satisfactorily what renders the idea 
of a spontaneous order and the theory of cultural evolution 
‘twin conceptions’”.

If we hypothesize that somehow the two theories could 
be “twins,” there are five possible ways that would support 
this (and Hayek seems to oscillate among them): (i) com-
monality; (ii) compatibility; (iii) inseparability; (iv) inter-
changeability; and (v) genesis.

The first possible reason for their being twin theories is 
that they have several significant characteristics in common. 
They might be said to be recognizable among many other 
theories because of certain “family traits” as it were. For in-
stance, they both give precedence to unintended (ordered 
and emergent) phenomena; they give preference to invisible-
hand explanations; and they acknowledge the central role of 
institutions. To my mind, this first interpretation is highly 
plausible.

The second possible reason for their being considered 
twin theories is that they are “compatible.” In other words, 
they are not incompatible and can thus “operate in parallel.” 
This too seems reasonably plausible. To say that the two the-
ories are compatible does not necessarily mean that they are 
also interdependent, which in effect they are not13.

A third possible reason is that the two theories are in-
separable; they always run in tandem. To my mind this is 

only partly plausible. Although the two theories may run 
hand-in-hand (as stated above, they are in fact compatible), 
they can also come about separately. Hayek himself often 
points out that a spontaneous order of actions can come 
about even if the abstract rules that foster its emergence were 
introduced deliberately.

A fourth possible reason for their being twins is quite 
simply that the first is the “clone” of the second; that is to say, 
the theory of the spontaneous evolution of institutions is by 
and large a re-introduction of the original theory of spon-
taneous order, set in another ambit. I find this explanation 
unconvincing, given that Hayek’s theory of the spontaneous 
evolution of social institutions is not merely a “projection” of 
his theory of spontaneous order onto another reality, but in 
many respects an entirely new theory in its own right.

A final possible reason is that they are both the offspring 
of the same “mother theory,” namely a unified theory of un-
intended ordered phenomena. There can be no doubt that 
from the outset Hayek (1952) had a general theory of this 
type in mind, but my idea is that he simply did not develop 
it, nor, to my mind, have others done so. This is a significant 
point, and worth elaborating further. In this as in any other 
case it is clearly always possible to construct a more general 
“mother” theory that comprises others as simpler specifica-
tions. But we must ask ourselves whether the price is not too 
high. In Hayek’s case my belief is that the price is exceed-
ingly high. As matters now stand (i.e. without any substan-
tial theoretical innovation—we will came back to this point), 
it would be a case of a theory that limited itself to affirming 
that it is possible for disparate elements to combine uninten-
tionally in an ordered structure, without however affirming 
anything of relevance on the conditions and ways in which 
this happened; the entire argument concerning the crucial 
role of abstract rules, the use of local know-how, and the role 
of prices—crucial for understanding how complex social or-
ders such as the market actually function – would be utterly 
lost.

To conclude, the theory of spontaneous social order and 
the theory of the spontaneous evolution of social institutions 
share certain similarities in how they are formulated, they 
often run in tandem (though not necessarily always), and 
they can also be complementary—but this in no way entails 
that the two are indistinguishable from each other. The de-
gree of relation between the two theories is therefore not as 
close as it might appear at first sight; let us therefore say that 
their kinship is more in the nature of “sisters” or “cousins” 
than of “twins.”
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What evolution?
To avoid misunderstandings, I should point out a funda-
mental aspect of the two theories: while they both describe 
dynamic and competitive processes, the dynamic and com-
petitive processes involved are different, and follow separate 
logics. One might say that both theories describe processes 
that deal with “innovation, competition, and selection,” but 
they do so in ways that are significantly different and which 
involve different elements.

We should not imagine that the difference between the 
two theories evaporates simply by recognizing that the mar-
ket comprises “evolutionary” processes, which bring about 
innovation, competition, and selection regarding forms of 
production—as is frequently affirmed in the wake of certain 
influential evolutionary approaches to economics (Nelson 
and Winter, 1982). Assuming this is possible,14 it must be 
stressed that this would anyway be an evolutionary mecha-
nism that is different from those implied by the theory of the 
spontaneous evolution of social institutions. Note that in it-
self the term “evolution” is anything but univocal (Hodgson, 
1994). An “evolutionary” approach can therefore assume a 
distinct meaning only by systematically and rigorously spec-
ifying what type of evolution is intended, and what the phe-
nomena are that are considered to evolve (Andersen, 1994, 
pp. 185-197).

The evolutionary theory of market institutions is thus 
not the same as an evolutionary theory of economic activi-
ties within the market. The latter may complete and inte-
grate the former, but these two theories deal with different 
objects—the former with social institutions, the latter with 
economic activities—and in part perform differently. The 
well known phenomenon of path dependency, for instance, 
affects the two cases differently. 

Alfred Bosch notes that the evolutionary process within 
the market: 

presents itself in retrospect as a chain of successful  
attempts on the part of the offerors to broaden the ho-
rizons of the selectors and improve the possibilities of 
realizing their aims by supplying an ever increasing di-
versity and range of commodities … . The driving force 
of this process is the striving of the mutually compet-
ing offerors to excel each other and gain the favour of 
the selecting public by discovering new problems and 
by offering better or cheaper solutions (Bosch, 1990,  
p. 92). 

As Bosch observes, interpreting the market process as 
this kind of interaction among many different individu-
als out of which the world of economic practices, activities 
and commodities evolves through selection of the solutions 
that better fit the demand, implies accepting the market in-
stitutions—the rules constituting the market system—as 
exogenously given. In this case the market is the context of 
selection, not an object of selection.15

To conclude, I disagree with the contention of Richard 
Langlois (1994, p. 32) that Hayek supposedly limited the ap-
plication of an evolutionary approach to his interpretation 
of the emergence of market institutions, without extending 
it (necessarily, according to Langlois) to include the inner 
functioning of the market mechanism as well. In my view, 
Hayek simply applied a dynamic mechanism of a certain 
type to the question of the emergence of market institutions, 
and another type of dynamic mechanism to the emergence 
of forms of production within the market.

Two explanatory theories
In light of these last comments too, I should reiterate the 
importance of considering the theory of the spontaneous 
order of actions and the theory of spontaneous evolution 
of institutions as separate theories. Many commentators 
and followers of Hayek still fail to appreciate this important 
distinction16, which can lead to some undesirable overlaps 
among explanatory levels and concepts.

There is one last vital point that needs clarifying before 
closing. Throughout my case for drawing a distinction be-
tween the theory of spontaneous social order and that of the 
spontaneous evolution of social institutions, and for treating 
the two as separate but compatible, I have assumed that both 
of them are theories of a descriptive-explanatory nature, and 
not axiological-normative. While this assumption is quite 
plausible for the first of the two theories, it is admittedly 
problematic as regards the second. 

Some critics in fact argue that Hayek implied that the 
theory of the spontaneous evolution of social institutions 
also (some say mainly) had a normative element, and hence 
it would deem evolutionary outcomes as positive in them-
selves. In other words, they impute that Hayek subscribed 
to a form of “evolutionary ethics” (Walker, 1986, pp. 53-54; 
Kley, 1994, pp. 137-138). I think such claims are off-tar-
get, while acknowledging that a more systematic inquiry 
by Hayek himself would have been useful. Hayek does not 
claim that the outcomes of the spontaneous evolution of so-
cial institutions are above criticism, but that such critiques 
should be partial and gradual. As Hayek (1988, p. 27) him-
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self notes: “I do not claim that the results of group selection 
of traditions are necessarily ‘good’—any more than I claim 
that other things that have long survived in the course of 
evolution, such as cockroaches, have moral value.” Thus, “[r]
ecognizing that rules generally tend to be selected, via com-
petition, on the basis of their human survival-value certainly 
does not protect those rules from critical scrutiny” (ibid., p. 
20). Elsewhere, Hayek (1960, p. 36) explains that “[i]t is, of 
course, a mistake to believe that we can draw conclusions 
about what our values ought to be simply because we realize 
that they are a product of evolution.” 

In Hayek’s view, the kind of scrutiny applicable to sys-
tems of rules that have percolated down through time should 
be a type of “immanent criticism.” It should be one that fo-
cuses on discrete issues, one at a time, proceeding gradually; 
that is, via piecemeal change (Hayek, 1978, pp. 18-22; 1982,  
vol. I, pp. 118-122; vol. II, pp. 24-27). While certain institu-
tions and traditions cannot be justified and “demonstrated” 
in the way demanded by “scientistic rationalism,” their long 
processes of formation and development can be reconstruct-
ed thanks to an evolutionary view. In doing so we can to 
some degree understand how they work, and to the extent 
that we succeed in this, we can revise and improve our insti-
tutions by remedying recognizable defects through gradual 
improvement (Hayek, 1988).

The notion that the acceptance of an evolutionary 
theory of social institutions entails the impossibility of re-
forming those same institutions, would amount to an error 
of logic (Goodin, 1996, pp. 27-30; Ruttan, 2003, pp. 4-8, pp. 
271-272). Instead “reform of the basic rules of the game in 
a democratic society is fully compatible with an evolution-
ary view of social change” (Vaughn, 1994, p. 229).17 The 
key point here is simply that acceptance of an evolutionary 
theory of social institutions (that is, an empirical theory of 
the emergence of institutions—albeit empirical in a special 
sense) implies that only certain specific types of deliberate 
institutional reform are possible, and not others. In particu-
lar, it is better to use a dynamic, strictly non-engineering ap-
proach that simultaneously acknowledges the peculiarity of 
social institutions (in particular, their difference from orga-
nizations), recognizes the non-tabula-rasa scenario in which 
the problem of reforming them normally arises (reformed 
institutions are always successor institutions), and encour-
ages modesty. 

Many times the point is not to “invent” institutions, but 
to be able to recognize and implement cooperative institu-
tions that have evolved over time in a gradual manner (that 
is, incremental rather than revolutionary improvement) 

(Moroni, 2010; 2011). The issue is not simply one of being 
conservative or not, of recognizing or not the possibility of 
transcending our “institutional embeddedness”—in both 
cases, the answer lies somewhere in between. It is to recog-
nize that institutions are entirely different as compared with 
the other elements we usually manage. We must thus use a 
wholly different approach if we want to comprehend them 
and, especially, if we intend to deal with them properly.

CONCLUSIONS: TOWARDS A GENERAL 
THEORY OF SPONTANEOUS PHENOMENA? 

It is an interesting challenge to assess whether and how it is 
possible to devise a general theory of spontaneous phenom-
ena that covers a variety of different types of unintended 
patterns (diZerega, 2013). To my mind, this challenge is 
still ongoing, and I hope that the discussion of Hayek’s work 
conducted in this paper will shed some light on the intrica-
cies, opportunities, and hurdles of this enterprise. The dis-
cussion conducted in this article makes it possible to clarify 
three different directions in which a greater generalization of 
Hayek’s theories might move.

First, a greater generalization of the theory of the 
spontaneous order of actions (which, in the end, Hayek 
constructed with almost only the market in mind) may be 
attempted. In this case, the challenge is to construct a more 
general theory that is able to account for spontaneous social 
orders of actions in various domains. As Bernstein writes: 

The notion of spontaneous order has been developed 
in a large number of different fields, yet no general 
paradigm exists through which findings in these fields 
could be integrated with and elaborated by one an-
other. The reason for this ... is that all of the existing 
conceptions of spontaneous order ... remain too much 
rooted in the concrete features of the field from which 
they emerged (Bernstein, 2009, p. 24). 

The idea of developing a more general theory of the 
spontaneous order, able to explain social orders in different 
fields, was first explored by Polanyi (1951). diZerega (2008) 
and Butos and MacQuade (2009) offer recent interesting 
attempts in this direction. Butos and MacQuade (2009, p. 
77; emphasis added) declare that they are concerned with 
“particular social arrangements ... conceived as networks of 
people interacting via institutionalized transactions which 
provide both local incentives to interact and global feed-
back.” In particular, they seek to apply a more general theory 
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of the spontaneous order of actions to both the market and 
science (i.e. the set of people that engage in the knowledge-
generating activities of a scientific community).18 From a 
similar perspective, diZerega (2008, p. 1; emphasis added) 
treats spontaneous orders as “discovery processes structured 
by abstract procedural rules.” He explains that “[p]rocedural 
rules are silent regarding the specific ends pursued within 
their framework … . These rules establish what I term a sys-
temic bias, even if they do not specify which among a large 
number of mutually exclusive possibilities the system will 
at any time manifest” (diZerega, 2008, p. 4). On this basis, 
diZerega proposes a general approach which examines spon-
taneous orders through descending levels of abstract analy-
sis, from the most general features—common to all forms 
of spontaneous orders—to more specific features—typical of 
specific spontaneous orders. In my view, these lines of inqui-
ry are now yielding important and promising results.

Second, an even broader generalization can be attempt-
ed. This entails constructing a general theory of spontaneous 
social phenomena which takes simultaneous account of or-
ders of actions and the evolution of institutions. In this case, 
however, it is not enough (Hodgson and Knudsen, 2006) to 
extend the theory of self-organization (i.e. the theory of the 
spontaneous order of actions). Further steps are necessary, 
such as constructing just one unified invisible-hand expla-
nation. For some interesting attempts in this direction—that 
is, attempts to make the (Hayekian) theory of spontaneous 
evolution of institutions and the (Hayekian) theory of spon-
taneous order of actions not simply “compatible” but also 
“interdependent”—see Schmidtchen (2000), Gaus (2006) 
and Postema (2011).19 Bernstein (2009) offers a more general 
attempt that focuses on the idea of distinguishing between 
direct and indirect self-reinforcing processes (feedback 
loops) at different time scales. That model involves putting 
the parameter of time back at the center of the analysis. 
Bernstein (2009, p. 33) writes that: 

there are situations in which many layers of feedback 
operate at once … . If a process is self-sustaining, it 
does not necessarily have to be self-sustaining only in 
a single way, but may be self-sustaining in multiple dif-
ferent and unrelated ways simultaneously; … by sus-
taining and being sustained by the same process, these 
different and unrelated feedback loops can therefore be 
seen to reinforce each other. 

These attempts are indeed fundamental and stimulating, 
and they warrant consideration and critical discussion; they 

partly go beyond Hayek. In my view, this second route, un-
like the first, is still in its infancy.

Third, a still greater challenge is posed by the question 
of whether—and how—one might devise an even more gen-
eral theory of spontaneous phenomena that would cover 
both natural and social phenomena. Unlike the first two, 
this third undertaking is perhaps impossible, owing to a ba-
sic problem (Portugali, 2012): while in material systems the 
parts are simple and obviously non-intentional (atoms, mol-
ecules, etc.), in social systems the components involved are 
complex, purposeful, and active agents. As Hayek (1967, p. 
76) writes: “Societies differ from simpler complex structures 
by the fact that their elements are themselves complex struc-
tures.”20

NOTES

1  Unintentional consequences of human actions (i.e., con-
sequences that diverge from the individuals’ intentions) 
make it impossible to reduce social theory to mere ques-
tions of psychology (Hayek, 1952; Popper, 1945). The 
central questions which the social sciences address arise 
precisely because the intentional activities of individuals 
generate forms of regularity that are not foreseen, nor 
intended by any of them (Moroni, 2012).

2  “Emergent properties” stand in contrast to “aggregate 
properties”: emergent phenomena depend on the con-
stituent parts but are irreducible to them (Polanyi, 1958; 
Popper, 1972); the idea of emergence suggests that re-
ality is stratified (Lewis, 2011; 2012); it entails genuine 
novelty (Foster and Metcalfe, 2012). Of particular rele-
vance to the following discussion is Martin and Sunley’s 
(2012) study on different levels of emergence in the so-
cial sphere.

3  “Invisible-hand explanations” take account of the for-
mation of an “ordered” phenomenon not presupposing 
the presence of an “ordinator.” Invisible-hand explana-
tions therefore often supplant visible-hand (i.e. conspir-
acy-type) explanations, inferring complex and indirect 
cause-and-effect relations in the place of more simple 
and direct ones (Nozick, 1974, pp. 18-22; 1997, pp. 191-
197). Invisible-hand explanations often contain an ele-
ment of “surprise” (Ullmann-Margalit, 1978).

4  As many have pointed out, there are doubts as to wheth-
er Hayek’s idea of group selection is actually compatible 
with the methodological individualism that he initially 
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professed; interesting as this point is, I shall not deal 
with it here (see Moroni, 2005, pp. 87-113).

5  The notion of conjectural history was first introduced 
by Dugald Stewart: “In examining the history of man-
kind […] when we cannot trace the process by which an 
event has been produced, it is often of importance to be 
able to show how it may have been produced” (Stewart, 
[1793] 1829, p. 31). “To this species of philosophical in-
vestigation … I shall take the liberty of giving the title of 
Theoretical or Conjectural History” (ibid., p. 32). 

6  On the contention that this is still an invisible-hand ex-
planation even if it is of a very particular (functional-
evolutionary) kind, see in particular Ullmann-Margalit 
(1978). See also Heath (1992).

7  Here are three of Ferguson’s ([1767] 1995) verdicts on 
commercial societies (characterized by the division of 
labor) that are polar opposites of Hayekian assessments 
of the spontaneous order of the market. “In every com-
mercial state, notwithstanding any pretension to equal 
rights, the exaltation of a few must depress the many” 
(ibid., p. 177). “The desire of profit stifles the love of 
perfection. Interest cools the imagination, and hard-
ens the heart” (ibid., p. 206). “The separation of profes-
sion, while it seems to promise improvement of skills, ... 
serves, in some measure, to break the bands of society” 
(ibid., p. 207).

8  “It is evident that the first rudiments of morality, 
broached by skilful politicians, to render men useful to 
each other as well as tractable, where chiefly contrived 
that the ambitious might reap the more benefit from, 
and govern vast numbers of them” (Mandeville, [1714–
23] 1997, p. 39). “By society I understand a body politic, 
in which man either subdued by superior force, or by 
persuasion drawn from his savage state, is become a dis-
ciplined creature, that can find his own ends in labour-
ing for others, and where under one head or other forms 
of government each member is rendered subservient to 
the whole, and all of them by cunning management are 
made to act as one” (ibid., p. 137). I believe (cf. Petsoulas, 
2001, pp. 78–106) it is difficult to maintain that in his 
Dialogues Between Horatio and Cleomenes, Mandeville 
(1729) later develops an authentic evolutionary theory 
of social institutions, as claimed by Goldsmith (1985). 

9  This point was made clear by Menger ([1883] 1985, 
p. 172): “What Adam Smith and even those of his fol-
lowers who have most successfully developed political 
economy can actually be charged with is not the failure 
to recognize the obvious significance of the study of 

history for the politician. Nor is it failure to recognize 
the just as obvious principle that various economic in-
stitutions ... correspond to various temporal and spatial 
conditions of economy. It is their defective understand-
ing of the unintentionally created social institutions 
and their significance for economy. It is the opinion ap-
pearing chiefly in their writings that the institutions of 
economy are always the intended product of the com-
mon will of society as such, results of expressed agree-
ment of members of society or of positive legislation. 
... The result is that the broad realm of unintention-
ally created social structures remains closed to their 
theoretical comprehension.” Notably, this passage from 
Menger—which many considered incomprehensible or 
erroneous—acquires significance as soon as we draw a 
distinction between the theory of the spontaneous evo-
lution of institutions and the theory of the spontaneous 
order of actions. In short, the originality that some (e.g. 
Meek, 1971) have attributed to the development stage 
theory sketched out in Smith’s Lectures on Jurisprudence 
is hard to detect at all (Pesciarelli, 1986). 

10  Those who clearly recognize this distinction include 
Galeotti (1991, p. 288, p. 292), Streit (1997, pp. 39-42), 
Kasper and Streit (1998, pp. 147-52), Van den Hauwe 
(1998), Gloria-Palermo (1999, p. 33), Gaus (2006, p. 
236), and Postema (2011).

11 Among those who clearly recognize this aspect, see 
Ottonelli (1995, p. 32), Vanberg (2001, p. 69), and 
Ioannides (2003).

12 At most (by taking the market to be a spontaneous in-
stitution) we can say that any deliberate intervention 
that aims to radically modify certain social institutions 
would jeopardize the inherent capacity for stabiliza-
tion and orientation they may have acquired over time 
(Leoni, 1961). On this, see Vanberg’s (2001, pp. 78-80) 
discussion about “constructivistic rationalism I” (the 
view contested by the Hayekian critique of the central 
planning of economic activities) and “constructivistic 
rationalism II” (the view contested by the Hayekian cri-
tique of abstract institutional design).

13  Observe that to say that certain rules are selected be-
cause they contribute to the formation of beneficial 
spontaneous social orders (as Hayek does) does not re-
duce the difference between the two theories: it simply 
elaborates one of them, namely the theory of spontane-
ous evolution of institutions.
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14  On the obstacles to applying the idea of “evolution and 
selection” to competition within the market, see Elster 
(1989, chapter 8).

15  Further elaboration on the difference between evolu-
tion in a market system and evolution of market systems 
themselves can be found in Potts (2007). See also Witt 
(1995).

16  Even those commentators who appreciate the distinc-
tion between the two theories (such as Barry, 1982; 
Galeotti, 1991) do not seem to have grasped how impor-
tant it is. Alternatively, as happens in Kirzner (1992, pp. 
163–179), they arrive via tortuous paths (after errone-
ously assuming that the two theories describe an identi-
cal mechanism). Those who to my mind clearly grasp 
the issue at hand include Klein (1997), Schmidtchen 
(2000, p. 34), Petsoulas (2001, pp. 12-52), Gaus (2006, 
p. 236), and Postema (2011). Another author who rec-
ognizes the distinction between the two theories with 
sufficient clarity is Kley (1994, p. 21). The differences be-
tween Kley’s approach and my own are as follows: first, 
Kley severs the two theories from each other to facili-
tate his critique (driven by a questionable hypercritical 
standpoint that is to my mind partially preconceived) of 
each one separately; whereas I divide them for the pur-
pose of highlighting the importance and originality of 
both. Furthermore, Kley (1994, p. 158) maintains that 
the two theories collide; whereas I believe them to be 
perfectly compatible.

17  See also Prychitko (1994), Vanberg (2001, pp. 78-80; 
2006) and Buchanan (2005, p. 31).

18  For further discussion of the similarities and differ-
ences between (two forms of spontaneous ordering such 
as) market and science, see Andersson (2008), Sutter 
(2009), as well as Hardwick and Marsh (2012).

19  On certain aspects—and with a more historical ap-
proach—see also Benson (2010).

20  For an interesting discussion of these issues, see Foster 
(2005). He writes: “Although physical, chemical, biolog-
ical, social and economic systems that exhibit ‘organized 
complexity’ all share common properties, they differ in 
important ways” (ibid., p. 875). Bhaskar (1998, p. 38) 
notes that “[s]ocial structures, unlike natural structures, 
do not exist independently of the activities they govern 
… . Social structures, unlike natural structures, do not 
exist independently of the agents’ conceptions of what 
they are doing in their activity.” 
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Abstract: Hayek describes a state teleocratic if the same hierarchy of ends is binding on all its members. A state is nomocratic, 
on the other hand, if its general welfare consists solely in the preservation of an abstract and end-independent order through 
members’ subscription to the general rules of just conduct. Although Hayek’s social philosophy argues persuasively that as a 
centrally designed order, teleocracy is inferior to the emergent order of nomocracy since the latter provides a far more rational 
and effective framework in coordinating the use of the circumstantial knowledge possessed by individual members to serve 
their several ends, it does not follow that design plays no significant role in Hayek’s idea of a liberal order. Hayek’s proposed 
“model constitution” for a democratic state is premised on the fact that the evolution of a political system under certain condi-
tions may lead to a cul-de-sac by political short termism and partisan considerations, undermining both the market order and 
individual freedom in a liberal society. A more clear-headed understanding of this Hayekian “model constitution” not only 
allows us to apply his theoretical insights to improve public administration and public service ethics in a democracy, but also 
helps to establish the case that an appropriate mix of some organizational approach with spontaneous social and institutional 
development would be a better way forward for his ideal of nomocracy.

Keywords: Model constitution; nomocracy; organizational order; public administration; spontaneous order; teleocracy.

INTRODUCTION

Hayek is an ardent critic of scientism and rationalism of the 
constructivistic kind (Hayek, [1952a] 1979; Hayek, [1978b] 
1990, pp. 3-22). At the same time, he is a bold and radical 
theorist. Ralf Dahrendorf once accused Hayek as “a ruthless 
theorist who does not worry about taking his argument to 
absurd lengths” (Dahrendorf, 1988). While it is not my in-
tention here to assess if Dahrendorf ’s comment is justified, 
it is indisputable that throughout his academic career, when-
ever he thought necessary, Hayek did not shy away from pio-
neering daring and unorthodox theoretical ideas or policy 
proposals along paths where the more faint-hearted dare 
not to tread. His proposal to denationalize money (Hayek, 
1978a) is one example. His path-breaking theory of the 
sensory order (Hayek, 1952b) is not only regarded as more 
plausible than many of the currently fashionable naturalis-

tic approaches to the philosophy of mind, it is also argued 
that when it was published in 1952, it was ahead of its time 
by anticipating trends in contemporary philosophy of mind 
and cognitive science by almost half a century (Feser, 2006, 
p. 311; see also Feser, 2011).

In this paper, I propose to examine the bold ideas be-
hind another of Hayek’s radical proposals, which is a care-
fully deliberated “model constitution” (Hayek, 1979, pp. 
98-127) for a democratic state where the laws constituting 
the social and legal order are not aiming at some hierarchy 
of common ends to be pursued by all, but are general rules 
of just conduct that are end-independent and abstract. These 
laws are there to—among other things—regulate the formal 
relationships among the citizens to avoid clashes and col-
lisions, and to delimit the conditions for private domains 
within which individuals are able to act freely without re-
quiring them to pursue any social aims. Hayek, following in 
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the footsteps of Oakeshott (2006, pp. 469-97)1, calls a state 
where abstract and end-independent rules are ultimately 
supreme a nomocracy (Hayek, [1978b] 1990, p. 89; Hayek, 
1976, p. 15). He argues that such a state not only provides the 
best available guarantee for individual liberty, separation of 
power, and social and economic growth to as many people as 
possible, it is also the best available approach for the mainte-
nance of the large number of people living on earth (Hayek, 
1988, pp. 120-134). 

In order to examine Hayek’s idea of nomocracy, we 
should juxtapose it with the contrasting idea of teleocracy, 
where a common hierarchy of ends applies to all subjects of 
a state. I contend that although—as Hayek rightly argues—
the respective qualities of nomocracy and teleocracy are 
conceptually distinct, they nevertheless require each other in 
order to become sustainable. A juxtaposition of these terms 
helps us to better appreciate the strengths and problems of 
Hayek’s bold proposal. 

Hayek’s theoretical justification of nomocracy over tele-
ocracy is supported by the following insights: first, the in-
herent complexity of modern society and the constitutional 
ignorance of human minds; second, the logic of group selec-
tion in social evolution; and, third, the spontaneously emer-
gent social order that is largely the result of human action 
rather than human design. All these interlocking arguments 
have made Hayek’s defence of nomocracy one of the most 
profound in the 20th century. Since Gaus (2006, pp. 232-58)2 
shows us how these interlocking arguments by and large 
worked for Hayek, I will limit myself to exploring Hayek’s 
ideas of nomocracy and teleocracy and to assess his pro-
posed model constitution in the light of these ideas. 

NOMOCRACY AND TELEOCRACY 

Hayek uses the ancient Greek term nomos to describe an ab-
stract and end-independent universal rule of just conduct 
(Hayek, 1973, p. 94), and nomocracy as the kind of political 
order formed not by deliberate design, but by the adjustment 
and interaction of a body of nomoi that members of the same 
political entity are obliged to follow.

A nomos is end-independent, because unlike a tailored-
made means for some concrete purpose, it is not there to 
directly help those who follow it to achieve any particular 
ends. It is abstract since—unlike a command or instruc-
tion—it applies not to some predetermined specific situa-
tion, but to an unknown number of future instances. It does 
so in a universal manner so long as the objective conditions 
that the nomos (or “nomocratic rule”) refers to are relevant. 

Nomocracy is the resulting political order, deriving from the 
more or less consistent observance of a body of nomoi over 
time by its members.

In Hayek’s view, the order of the physical environment 
is given to us independently of human will, while the order 
of our social environment is at most only partly the result of 
human design (Hayek, [1978b] 1990, p. 73). This is so be-
cause in any complex society, there are numerous individu-
als continually making different but simultaneous decisions. 
Each and every decision of these is made in the context of a 
particular circumstance, the knowledge of which is known 
by or useful to the individual concerned, and other people 
might not necessarily know or find this knowledge useful in 
their social interactions. Therefore there exists no author-
ity that is able to gather all the fragmented knowledge and 
come up with a centralized plan that makes better use of 
such knowledge than decentralized markets (Hayek, 1973, p. 
14; see also Cheung, 2007, pp. 55-61). More fundamentally, a 
Cartesian mind that can start from scratch and model a soci-
ety in toto according to its own rational design is impossible, 
according to Hayek. This is so because mind and society or 
civilization can only develop concurrently (Hayek, 1973, pp. 
8-34; Hayek, [1978b] 1990, pp. 3-22). The mind, being essen-
tially a mental classificatory mechanism, cannot foresee its 
own advance, and its ability to manipulate the environment 
is far from perfect. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the 
individual’s self-determining efforts will necessarily achieve 
their intended results (Hayek, 1952b; Cheung, 2011).

In other words, a nomocracy is not a designed order 
solely deriving from the human will. Although it is the result 
of human interaction, it is not deliberately made and thus 
serves no common and substantive purpose that is shared 
by its members. Its orderly relations help to define the iden-
tities, not the relative positions, of the members of the no-
mocracy. The same relations also help to provide stability 
and to maintain a peaceful environment where individuals 
may pursue their separate and different purposes. While 
there is no guarantee that all these separate purposes can 
be achieved in the nomocracy (since human reason cannot 
pre-empt unintended consequences in social interaction), 
the orderly relations and nomoi—whether articulated or 
not—within a nomocracy help the individuals to cope with 
new and unanticipated circumstances. They also help them 
to adjust to emergent orders, or what Hayek also calls cosmos 
(Hayek, [1978b] 1990, pp. 76-80), in the light of new experi-
ences and conditions. 

In the essay “Rules, Perception and Intelligibility” 
(Hayek, 1967, pp. 43-65), Hayek further suggests that hu-
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man action and human perception are more often than not 
rule-guided. In the realm of practical skill, for example, there 
are social practices that are not the products of Cartesian 
reasoning, but are the results of human spontaneous inter-
actions that facilitate individual human pursuits by coor-
dinating human expectations. One of the most important 
practices of this kind that makes us human is our language, 
which does not prescribe what we should say but only how 
we should say it; an individual’s command of the rules of a 
human language shapes her ability to communicate and un-
derstand texts. Hayek writes that: 

[r]ules, which we cannot state ... do not govern only 
our actions. They also govern our perceptions. The 
child who speaks grammatically without knowing the 
rules of grammar not only understands all the shades 
of meaning expressed by other through following the 
rules of grammar, but may also be able to correct a 
grammatical mistake in the speech of others (Hayek, 
1967, p. 43). 

The price mechanism of the market and our moral rules 
and conventions are examples of other equally important so-
cial practices. These rules and practices, whether articulated 
or not (Hayek [1978b] 1990, pp. 81-2), can be followed by all. 
They are essential for the coordination of human interaction 
and for the maintenance of the social order, even though we 
may not be aware of them or totally understand their logic.

By contrast, if a political order is deliberately designed 
to achieve some common and predetermined goals or hier-
archy of ends, it corresponds to an organizational order or, as 
Hayek calls it, taxis (ibid., pp. 76-80). Within such an order, 
the constitutive individual elements obtain their positions in 
accordance with their relative merits or utilities in helping to 
achieve those goals or ends. The rules or orderly relations in 
a taxis must ultimately be instrumental and end-dependent, 
specifying, directly or indirectly, the concrete requirements 
or conditions for the realization of those goals and ends.

Hayek calls such a political order teleocratic, since teloi 
signify the particular and predetermined ends to which all 
the elements and rules within the order must be directed. 
There is a common purpose for such an order, which is the 
realization of its predetermined ends. The rules within such 
an order can be said to embody the common good in so far 
as they are instrumental to the realization of the predeter-
mined ends. Likewise, the relative merits of the individual 
members or groups of members are dependent on how use-
ful they are in helping to realize the order’s ends. As such, a 

teleocracy presupposes that there must be some given con-
crete and indisputable political ends in the form of a hier-
archy binding a political community together, to which all 
those within the community have to pay allegiance. It is fur-
ther assumed that there is a way to determine how well the 
rules within a teleocracy can help to fulfil its teloi, and what 
every individual element within that order can do to help to 
realize the goals of the endeavour. 

With the influence of constructivistic rationalism, 
“whose criterion of rationality is a recognizable concrete or-
der serving known particular purposes” (ibid., p. 89), Hayek 
believes that teleocracy becomes equivalent to a centrally 
planned political order of the organizational kind. It assumes 
that human reason is able to create a political order for the 
achievement of a common hierarchy of predetermined ends 
through comprehensive and rational design. The nature of 
teleocracy is therefore not only qualitatively distinct from 
nomocracy; the consistent application of such organization-
al logic in a comprehensive manner to a nomocracy must 
lead to the replacement of cosmos by taxis, thereby imposing 
a predetermined hierarchy of political ends upon individuals 
who previously followed common abstract rules while pur-
suing different individual ends.

NOMOCRACY AND TELEOCRACY: ARE THEY 
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE? 

While Hayek is right to point out the qualitative distinction 
between nomocracy and teleocracy, I think he at times push-
es his logic too far, as when he claims that the consistent and 
comprehensive application of the organizational approach to 
a nomocracy “must” lead to the replacement of nomocracy 
by teleocracy. The reason for my contention is twofold.

First, if Hayek’s criticisms of Cartesian rationalism or 
constructivism are correct and his claims of the constitu-
tional limitation of human understanding and the fragmen-
tation of circumstantial knowledge are plausible, it becomes 
impossible to apply the so-called organizational logic consis-
tently. This is so because we do not possess the kind of syn-
optic rational capacity by which to plan and implement the 
required measures for all from the top down.

Second, if any political authority manages to consis-
tently implement the organizational logic in a comprehen-
sive manner to a nomocracy, the more likely result is not the 
replacement of nomocracy by teleocracy, but of nomocracy 
by chaos and confusion or even by a total collapse.

In other words, what Hayek should have said is that as 
ideal types, nomocracy and teleocracy are qualitatively dis-
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tinct, and mixing up their different characters will create 
intellectual confusion. However, as a political model for the 
practical world, to push teleocracy to its logical extreme will 
only make it unsustainable. Teleocracy cannot stand on its 
own, if pushed to the extreme. In fact, when he is in a more 
cautious mood, Hayek (ibid., p. 73; see also ibid., p. 77) ad-
mits as much, because for him, “the fundamental truth” is 
such that “all deliberate efforts to bring about a social order 
by arrangement or organization … take place within a more 
comprehensive spontaneous order which is not the result of 
[human] design.” Hayek the theorist sometimes has the ten-
dency to become so radical that even his own logic cannot 
sustain his conclusions.

Teleocracy as a political model therefore cannot sustain 
itself purely on its own.3 What about nomocracy? Can a no-
mocratic order do without any organizational approach? The 
Hayekian answer to this latter question must be “no,” since 
Hayek is no anarchist4, and he is of the view that a govern-
ment is needed in any nomocracy and that a government, 
by nature, is necessarily an organization. Moreover, Hayek 
contends that the spontaneous order of society is made up of 
individuals and organizations (Hayek, 1973: 46-48).5

Contrary to common belief, Hayek is not an advocate 
of laissez faire. Instead, he argues that so long as the govern-
ment in an advanced country acts outside the free market 
and in compliance with the abstract and end-independent 
rules of just conduct, the government, through its organi-
zational efforts and policies, can provide various services to 
the people while using the public resources at its disposal. 
For example, Hayek thinks that it is morally acceptable for 
the government to provide basic necessities such as food 
and shelter for all those who are incapable of securing such 
necessities by themselves (Hayek, 1960, pp. 300-301; Hayek, 
1976, p. 139).

Another example is that although Hayek is not in fa-
vour of universal medical services that are free at the point 
of delivery, he does not disagree with compulsory medical 
insurance coverage for all as long as the coverage is not to 
be provided by one single scheme of state insurance alone 
(Hayek, 1960, pp. 297-300). It seems that what Hayek is 
suggesting is that while the spontaneous order of society 
is made up of individuals and organizations (including the 
government as an organization), nomocracy will not be un-
dermined if the organizations within that political order only 
apply their organizational logic either outside the free mar-
ket, or in compliance with the abstract and end-independent 
rules of just conduct.

But a closer look at the above two examples cited by 
Hayek seems to reveal a more complicated relationship be-
tween nomocracy and teleocracy. While the government can 
certainly make provision for basic necessities for all those in 
need outside the free market, it will have to do so by using 
public funds, at least part of which must come from taxation. 
Taxation is a kind of mandatory legal measure for the citi-
zens to pay; any failure to do so implies that they are liable 
to be coerced to comply with the requirement. Likewise, if 
the government makes universal medical insurance cover-
age compulsory, no individual citizen is allowed to opt out 
of this requirement, though they are free to opt for a scheme 
that is not provided by the government.

Even if we put aside the interesting question of how 
the government as possessor of legislative power could be 
a neutral player in the market when it is competing with 
other insurance providers for business6, the fact that Hayek 
is prepared to accept taxation and other compulsory mea-
sures in order to provide for some specific social necessities 
means that he thinks it permissible for certain non-abstract 
and non-end-independent logic to get into the market or the 
laws of a nomocracy for the purpose of some specific social 
good.

In this context, I think Andrew Gamble is justified in 
making the following comment when he compares Hayek 
with Kenyes:

[T]he real disagreement between Keynes and Hayek 
was … the question of knowing where to draw the line 
between intervention and non-intervention. Keynes’s 
criticism of Hayek was that he accepted that the logical 
extreme of no intervention at all was not possible, but 
gave no guidance in The Road to Serfdom as to where 
the line should be drawn … [Keynes] argued that since 
Hayek accepted that a line had to be drawn, it was dis-
ingenuous of him to imply that “so soon as one moves 
an inch in the planned direction you are necessarily 
launched on the slippery path which will lead you in 
due course over the precipice” (Gamble, 1996, pp. 159-
60).

Why is the logical extreme of a nomocratic order not 
possible? I think a more detailed analysis of Hayek’s difficul-
ty in maintaining the state as simply one organization among 
many others within a nomocratic society will help to illumi-
nate this question.
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STATE, GOVERNMENT AND NOMOCRACY 

Strictly speaking, Hayek does not like to admit that nomoc-
racy is a form of state, though at one point he says (Hayek, 
[1978b] 1990, p. 89, n. 19) that if not for fear of confusing 
it with monarchy (which certainly is a term describing one 
particular form of state), he would have coined the term 
“nomarchy” instead of “nomocracy” to denote the kind of 
political order formed by a body of end-independent nomoi 
as supreme rules and regulations. Whenever possible, he 
equates nomocracy as the kind of society that embodies a 
spontaneous order (Hayek, 1976, p. 15). Hayek argues that 
it is misleading to contrast the state with society within one 
country to indicate that the former is an organization while 
the latter is a spontaneous order. Instead, Hayek prefers to 
put this as a contrast between government and society. This 
is so because it is always the government as an organization 
that acts or pursues policy within the broader context of a 
spontaneous society, whereas the term “state” is not only 
metaphysically charged (Hayek, 1973, p. 48), but its status is 
also ambiguous.7

However, in the case of international politics, and con-
trary to his own explicit preference, Hayek is forced to use 
the term “state” to contrast it with “society” (Hayek, 1973, p. 
48; Hayek, 1976, p. 61). Presumably, this is the case because 
in international exchanges, a state does not simply refer to a 
government or an organization within a political entity, but 
also to the nation, the territory, the sovereignty, the society 
and so on of the recognized independent entity. It is through 
the state that these latter units can acquire a political form 
and that their political meaning is defined. It is also through 
the state that these units are represented in the international 
arena. In other words, Hayek’s disregard of the state and his 
focus on the government as only one of the organizations 
within a nomocratic spontaneous order is plausible only if 
we can assume away the political preconditions that are as-
sumed by his idea of nomocracy in the first place. 

Moving beyond the context of international politics, a 
similar criticism against Hayek’s failure to take note of the 
political preconditions presupposed by nomocracy can be 
found in Roger Scruton’s (2006) discussion of membership 
of a political community. Scruton thinks that Hayek fails 
to take proper note of the accepted identity, emotions and 
motives that are presupposed by the political form that em-
bodies Hayek’s spontaneous association, because “[c]lassical 
liberalism of Hayek’s kind begins from the assumption that 
society exists, and that the distinction between the member 

and the non-member is securely established in the thoughts 
and emotions of those who are facing the future together—
so securely established that it need not be mentioned” (ibid., 
p. 237).

The case for distinguishing between state and govern-
ment becomes even more compelling in the case of war. 
When war is declared, it is the state that defines, on behalf 
of society, who its friends and enemies are. A government 
minister can quit the government if she disagrees with the 
declaration of war against another state that is made by 
her government. But that enemy state, like it or not, is still 
that ex-minister’s enemy politically speaking as long as the 
declaration is still valid. It is in the light of this that Adam 
Ferguson’s (1995, p. 28) acute observation that “without the 
rivalship of nations, and the practice of war, civil society it-
self could scarcely have found an object, or a form” can be 
readily understood.

In his discussion of emergency powers under a model 
constitution for the protection of the spontaneous order, 
Hayek says, “when an external enemy threatens, when rebel-
lion or lawless violence has broken out, or a natural catastro-
phe requires quick action by whatever means can be secured, 
powers of compulsory organization…must be granted to 
somebody” (Hayek, 1979, p. 124). Clearly, apart from the 
threat of an external enemy, the other incidents which re-
quire powers of compulsory organization are internal mat-
ters. In those exceptional cases, Hayek dos not hesitate to 
admit that somebody has to assume emergency powers and 
asserts that “whoever has the power to proclaim an emer-
gency and on this ground to suspend any part of the consti-
tution is the true sovereign” (ibid., p. 125).

This is in stark contrast to the other claim stressed by 
Hayek, which is that sovereignty, understood in the sense of 
unlimited power, has no place at all in constitutional govern-
ment, since the latter term denotes a limited government in 
which the supreme power must be negative in nature. It is 
negative since it restricts power in accordance with the gen-
eral rules of just conduct rather than authorizing omnipo-
tent control (ibid., p. 123). This contrast, however, does not 
arise from the fact that the sovereign is claiming unlimited 
power in an emergency. Rather, it is a recognition that in the 
end, the authority to declare a state of emergency and to de-
cide what powers, whether assertive or passive, are necessary 
to cope with that situation rests with the sovereign, whose 
power can never be just passive or negative a priori.

The same logic also applies to normal situations, though 
in a less apparent manner, since the same political entity (i.e. 
the state) “is required to provide an effective external frame-
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work within which self-generating orders can form” (ibid., p. 
140, emphasis added), and the decision about the nature and 
parameters of this framework is again a political one that the 
state has to take in order to facilitate the operation of soci-
ety. In other words, while nomocracy is qualitatively distinct 
from teleocracy, the cosmos within nomocracy is not a self-
sufficient entity. It presupposes a political determination of 
a certain kind, such as a nation, a community, or an idea of 
citizenship. Each of these determinations defines member-
ship and non-membership, friends and enemies, war and 
peace, acceptable and unacceptable mores, reasonable and 
unreasonable levels of various social provisions and so on. 
As a result, like teleocracy, the spontaneous character of 
nomocracy cannot be pushed to the extreme to exclude all 
other things, since even the negative tasks ascribed to the 
state under a spontaneous order regime are to be determined 
and sustained by the actions of the state itself. Renato Cristi 
(1998, p. 167) sums up the situation in the following way: 
“It was thus positively and actively that the state ought to re-
strict and limit its action to a merely negative one, so that the 
depoliticization of civil society could turn dialectically into 
the state’s active preservation of its monopoly over the politi-
cal as such.”

HAYEK’S MODEL CONSTITUTION ASSESSED 

Hayek’s bold design for a model constitution to save modern 
democracies from interest-group politics and the scramble 
for particularistic interests by organized coalitions of fleeting 
majorities is a gallant attempt to restore the nomocratic or-
der from an ideal he thinks has gone astray. In his view, the 
great democratic experiment since the American revolution 
of 1776 has failed to secure the protection of spontaneous 
orders in modern democracies. The reasons for this are of 
course complicated and diverse. But the main ones include 
the mistaken idea of popular sovereignty, which equates 
majority rule with unlimited power (Hayek, 1979); the ra-
tionalistic belief in humanity’s ability to use synoptic plan-
ning to achieve whatever policy result it aspires to, including 
the hollow conception of “social justice” (Hayek, 1976); the 
positivist error in translating whatever the majority will pre-
fers into legislation, including the transformation of private 
law into public law by so-called “social legislation” (Hayek, 
1973). It also includes the need to bargain with different 
pressure groups in order to form temporary majorities and 
the deluded idea that government intervention rather than 
the spontaneous adjustment of the market ensures a more 

rational and effective use and more equitable distribution of 
resources.

In order to rescue the democratic and nomocratic ideal, 
Hayek dismisses the idea of sovereignty as unlimited power; 
instead supreme political power must be based on the ma-
jority opinion (not majority will, see Hayek, [1978b] 1990, 
pp. 82-8) of what is right and what is wrong in the form of 
abstract and end-independent rules of just conduct—many 
of which are the results of social evolution over time—to re-
strict arbitrary powers. It is in this context that Hayek pro-
poses a constitution that spells out the general attributes, not 
the substantive contents, of the enforceable universal rules of 
just conduct with which government policy must be in com-
pliance.

To avoid enabling the government-controlled legislature 
to transform spontaneous private law into rationalistic social 
legislation, Hayek thinks it imperative to create a separate, 
elected, legislative assembly. This assembly is to be tasked 
with the responsibility of maintaining and articulating the 
general and end-independent rules of conduct for all to fol-
low so as to ensure that the spontaneous nomoi and the rule 
of law (not social legislation) prevail. Such an arrangement is 
essential to halt the contemporary trend of making whatever 
the majority wants into law and to ensure the real separa-
tion of powers in a liberal state. Members of this legislative 
assembly must be independent from the government and 
the political parties to free them from intrest-group-driven 
partisan politics. To further protect the independence and 
quality of the members of the legislative assembly, Hayek 
proposes a 15-year tenure period for each and every one of 
them, and they should be elected once in a life time at the 
age of 45 to sit in the assembly by their peers who, generally 
speaking, are the best judges of the candidates’ quality and 
ability for this important public duty.

Within this nomocratic model, Hayek believes that an 
elected governmental assembly is still required to form a 
government supported by the majority of the people. Party 
allegiance is allowed in this assembly. It is to be entrusted 
with determining government policy and public service, so 
long as the enforceable decisions of the governmental as-
sembly do not contradict the nomoi as upheld by the legisla-
tive assembly. The government or the executive arm of the 
governmental assembly is to be supported by an administra-
tive bureaucracy to implement its policies and decisions in 
the actual governance of society. Hayek further suggests that 
a constitutional court is required to settle any disputes be-
tween the respective jurisdictions of the legislative assembly 
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and the governmental assembly in accordance with the con-
stitution (Hayek, 1979, pp. 105-27).

It requires a discussion that is at least the length of an-
other paper to adequately assess how persuasive Hayek’s 
above claims are. For the limited purpose of this paper, the 
important point is that in spelling out the principles and the 
main outline of his constitutional blueprint for nomocracy, 
Hayek is trying to organize a viable political framework in 
an attempt to create the right kinds of conditions that can 
nurture all kinds of self-generating orders to flourish from 
within. The basis of his five-tier model constitution (i.e., 
the constitution itself, the constitutional court, the legisla-
tive assembly, the governmental assembly, and the admin-
istrative bureaucracy) is twofold: his clear understanding of 
the qualitative difference between a nomocratic order and 
a teleocratic order, and the deliberate design of a constitu-
tion, which “ought to consist wholly of organizational rules” 
(ibid., p. 122) to allocate and restrict powers. In other words, 
a nomocracy requires the right kind of organizational rules or 
public laws to create the political pre-conditions for it to flour-
ish.

One cannot but feel that every now and then, Hayek the 
bold theorist makes too sharp a contrast between nomoc-
racy and teleocracy, creating the impression that they are al-
ways and necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, when 
Hayek ([1978b] 1990, p. 89) asserts that in a nomocracy “the 
‘public good’ or ‘general welfare’ consists solely in the pres-
ervation of that abstract and end-independent order which 
is secured by obedience to abstract rules of just conduct,” 
it appears that he has left little room for his own organiza-
tional rules of the model constitution that exist to preserve 
spontaneous orders. Once again, Hayek’s deliberate formula-
tion of the model constitution should further strengthen the 
claim that while nomocracy and teleocracy are qualitatively 
different, a nomocratic order nevertheless requires certain 
organizational logic and political determination as its infra-
structure.

I think Hayek’s model constitution can be further 
strengthened by the right kind of organizational arrange-
ments at the level of the administrative bureaucracy in its 
protection of the spontaneous order. Hayek himself pays 
little attention to public administration, and the question of 
how Hayek’s theoretical insights can shed light on the study 
and practice of public administration is a very interesting 
but very much neglected one in the field of social and politi-
cal studies (Spicer, 1993).8 But in the light of the principles 
and logic presupposed by Hayek’s deliberation on his pro-
posed model constitution, there are at least two areas at the 

level of the administrative bureaucracy that are worthy of 
considering further. These areas are concerned with how or-
ganizational arrangements and administrative accountability 
can be developed to help the state to better follow the spirit 
of the rule of law and constrain arbitrary power.

First, since the executive arm of the governmental as-
sembly is there to formulate and implement government 
policy and public service, it is natural to have governmen-
tal departments work under the executive arm to implement 
decisions and to deliver public service in accordance with 
the policies passed by the governmental assembly. However, 
since the decisions and policies adopted by the governmen-
tal assembly must also be in compliance with the abstract 
and end-independent rules of just conduct determined or 
promulgated by the legislative assembly, it seems that within 
the administrative bureaucracy, the proper organizational 
position of several types of administrative departments that 
are tasked with responsibilities not directly or mainly related 
to policy implementation may need to be reconsidered. 

For example, some law enforcement agencies such as 
the police or anti-corruption agency are either responsible 
for general law and order or have the supervisory function 
of ensuring a clean government overall. It would seem to 
make sense to ask if these departments should not be placed 
outside the executive arm of the governmental assembly and 
subject them to some kind of supervision by the legislative 
assembly instead. Likewise, for the important functions of 
public prosecution and the administration of justice for the 
general observance of the rule of law, it appears that these 
functions within a department of justice would also benefit 
from being placed outside the supervision of the govern-
mental assembly so as to avoid possible party- political in-
tervention on related matters. The logical thing to do under 
Hayek’s proposed model constitution would be to move such 
supervision to the legislative assembly, since this assembly 
is there to improve and determine the universal and general 
rules of just conduct in a nomocracy. 

Equally obvious in this connection is the kind of depart-
ments that are tasked with the responsibility to hold the gov-
ernment to account in its management of public finance. For 
example, the National Audit Office in the United Kingdom, 
which was established to help to scrutinize the government’s 
public accounts and to ensure that the expenditures of the 
government meet value-for-money requirements, reports to 
the House of Commons rather than to the government. With 
a separation of the legislative assembly from the governmen-
tal assembly as in Hayek’s proposal, it would be natural to put 
offices of this kind under the supervision of the legislative 
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assembly. Of course the governmental assembly can still pass 
the government budget and impose taxes on the people for 
the delivery of public service. But the government’s taxation 
policy and public finance management must comply with 
the requirements determined by the legislative assembly’s 
general rules on taxation, which after all are coercive mea-
sures that should be provided for strictly in accordance with 
the general attributes of the abstract and end-independent 
rules of just conduct. If administrative offices responsible 
for government audit and the propriety of the government’s 
public finance practice are placed under the governmental 
assembly, such arrangements will not help to achieve a genu-
ine separation of powers within a nomocracy.

Second, it goes without saying that the elected govern-
mental assembly has the constitutional mandate to make 
policy and provide public service in accordance with the 
political platform of the majority party which controls the 
assembly. As such, the elected politicians of the government 
are in charge of the final policy decisions and shoulder the 
political responsibility of the government, while the public 
administrators working under the government are there to 
execute policy decisions faithfully and professionally. But 
since the government also has the duty to formulate its poli-
cies and deliver its public services within the broader frame-
work of the rule of law required by the constitution and the 
legislative assembly, public administrators working under 
the government, while administratively accountable to their 
political bosses in government in terms of the implemen-
tation of government policy, must also discharge their ad-
ministrative duties or exercise their delegated discretionary 
powers in a manner that is consistent with the requirements 
laid down by the constitution or the general rules of just 
conduct. If there is a conflict between the government’s pol-
icy and the requirements of the nomocratic rules laid down 
by the legislative assembly or the constitution, public admin-
istrators under the government have the duty to defend the 
rules against governmental decisions. 

In the parlance of public administration, this is called 
the public service ethics of the public administrators 
(Kernaghan and Langford, 1990; see also Cheung, 2009, S18-
19). In other words, at a more fundamental level the loyalty 
of the public service is to the state per se, not just to the gov-
ernment of the day. Hayek’s model constitution and his cri-
tique of the arbitrary powers exercised by fleeting majority 
coalitions for the benefit of certain particularistic interests in 
unreformed democracies in effect caution us “against exces-
sive preoccupation with the accountability of public admin-

istrators to the [arbitrary] will of the majority” (Spicer, 1993, 
p. 58).

CONCLUSION

Hayek says that given the entrenchment of vested interests 
and the political reality of contemporary democracies, his 
proposed model constitution is not meant for “present ap-
plication” (Hayek, 1979, p. 107). He certainly does not think 
that a state without an established tradition and a prevalent 
belief in the rule of law or spontaneous order can just trans-
plant his proposed blueprint into its constitutional frame-
work for immediate use. However, Hayek believes that his 
theoretical insights on the important qualitative difference 
between nomocracy and teleocracy and on why the original 
ideal of democracy under the rule of law has gone astray will 
“obtain more definite shape” (ibid.) and become more per-
suasive if he can spell out the principles and the reformed 
structure of the model constitution in this manner. He even 
thinks that the principles embodied in his model constitu-
tion may help to guide contemporary efforts of creating 
new supranational institutions along the line of a nomo-
cratic order. All these insights are important and exemplary. 
However, Hayek the theorist at the same time also tends to 
be radical and uncompromising, and the way he formulates 
his theoretical insights sometimes goes beyond what is war-
ranted by his own logic, leading to unsustainable conclu-
sions and creating misunderstandings of his profound social 
and political philosophy. 

There is a lot to say in favour of his bold suggestion of a 
model constitution to revive the ideal of a liberal democrat-
ic state and to free it from many constructivistic delusions. 
Whether such a proposal can eventually deliver Hayek’s in-
tended results in practice I am not sure. But a more clear-
headed understanding of this important and interesting 
proposal leads me to conclude that an appropriate mix of 
some organizational approach with spontaneous social and 
institutional development must be a better way forward for 
realizing the Hayekian ideal of nomocracy.
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NOTES

1  Richard Boyd and James Ashley Morrison mention 
that Hayek and Oakeshott discussed nomocracy and 
teleocracy in their correspondence in the 1960s in 
“F. A Hayek, Michael Oakeshott, and the Concept of 
Spontaneous Order” (Boyd and Morrison, 2007, p. 104, 
note 76 & note 77).

2  Gaus (2006, p. 254) states that his “aim has not been to 
correct all the misunderstandings of Hayek’s account of 
social evolution … Rather, I have tried to show in this 
chapter how Hayek offers a system of sophisticated and 
complex analyses. Because the theories of complexity, 
spontaneous order, evolution, mind and rule follow-
ing form their own complex pattern, commentators 
are apt to focus on just one or two elements which, not 
too surprisingly, they find inadequate. It is only when 
we appreciate the genius of Hayek’s linking of complex-
ity theory, spontaneous ordering, social evolution, and 
neutral networks into an overall account of mind and 
human society that we will be, finally, in a position to 
see the true difficulties of his system of ideas, and move 
beyond, by building on his great work.”

3  Hayek ([1987b] 1990, p. 77) states that “[t]he reason 
why an organization must to some extent rely on rules 
and not be directed by particular commands only also 
explains why a spontaneous order can achieve results 
which organizations cannot. By restricting actions of 
individuals only by general rules they can use informa-
tion which the authority does not possess. The agencies 
to which the head of an organization delegates func-
tions can adapt to changing circumstances known only 
to them, and therefore the commands of authority will 
generally take the form of general instructions rather 
than specific orders.”

4  For example, Hayek (1960, p. 62) clearly sees the need 
to use governmental coercion to enforce some general 
rules of just conduct under certain circumstances: “In 
some instances it would be necessary, for the smooth 
running of society, to secure a similar uniformity by co-
ercion, if such conventions or rules were not observed 
often enough.”

5  I am indebted to one of the anonymous reviewers of 
this paper in drawing my attention to an emerging lit-
erature that, similar to what I am doing here, seeks to 
critically examine the roles of individuals and organi-
zations played in the study of Hayek’s notion of spon-

taneous order. For some interesting discussions in this 
emerging literature on the interplay between individu-
als and organizations within Hayek’s theoretical frame-
work, such as the role that philanthropy plays in the 
extended order and the need for individuals’ commit-
ment to abstract, non-instrumental rules in the pur-
suit of their purposeful actions, see Steven Grosby’s 
“Philantahropy and Human Action” and Paul Lewis’ 
“Commitment, Identity and Collective Intentionality: 
the Basis of Philanthropy”. Both papers can be found in 
Conversations on Philanthropy VI, 2009, pp. 1-14 and 
pp. 47-64, respectively.

6  Ernest Gellner (1994, p. 92) believes that “the most ef-
fective modern economies are those which practice a 
loose state-economy co-operation, working on the basis 
of informal networks and pressures, without depriving 
productive units of their autonomy and liberty of move-
ment, but frankly recognizing the significance of the 
state as weather-maker, and the inevitably political na-
ture of major economic decisions.” As a result, Gellner 
thinks that we are not dealing with a genuinely neutral 
market situation under modern capitalism.

7  Some of the major arguments used in this section of the 
paper coincide with the arguments in Cheung (2007, 
pp. 83-86).

8  I am indebted to one of the anonymous reviewers of 
this paper for alerting me to the relevance of the pub-
lic choice theorist in public administration Vincent 
Ostrom’s work in this regard. I believe that Ostrom’s idea 
of democratic administration in a polycentric decision-
making context would align well with Hayek’s insights 
for public administration. See in particular Ostrom 
(1973).
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Abstract: It is surprising to some that the most consistent defenders of spontaneous commercial orders are also those who are 
the most aware of their potential drawbacks. Smith, the American Federalists (and Anti-Federalists) and Friedrich Hayek all 
support free government. Yet despite their supportive stance they all share clear concerns about the leveling effects of commer-
cialism, the lowering of educational standards, the plight of the working poor, alienation from one’s neighbors and community, 
and a loss of greatness or virtue in both nations and individuals.  The argument that follows addresses two related, but ulti-
mately separate problems in the works of Smith, the Anti-Federalists, and Hayek. The first deals with the fact that spontaneous 
orders require that the individuals who make up such an order have a particular kind of character in order for cooperation to 
occur in the first place. The second, and the focus of this paper, is that some spontaneous orders like commercial orders may 
actually undermine this character, at least in their early stages, destroying the very individual virtues on which they rely.
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The man whose whole life is spent in performing a few 
simple operations . . . . generally becomes as stupid and 
ignorant as it is possible for a human creature to be-
come.                                                                 - Adam Smith

It is surprising to some that the most consistent defend-
ers of spontaneous commercial orders are also those who 
are the most aware of their potential drawbacks. Adam 
Smith, Montesquieu, the American Federalists (and Anti-
Federalists) and Friedrich Hayek all supported the free asso-
ciation of individuals who, through the pursuit of their own 
interests, create a larger order that no one individual could 
have foreseen or created. Yet despite their supportive stance 
they all share clear concerns about the leveling effects of 
commercialism, the lowering of educational standards, the 
plight of the working poor, alienation from one’s neighbors 
and community, and a loss of greatness or virtue in both na-
tions and individuals (Rasmussen and Den Uyl, 1991).

These criticisms are striking because they are precisely 
the criticisms leveled against capitalism and free market co-
operation by Marxists and other central planners. That these 
concerns about the outcomes of voluntary interactions of 
individuals in a market order are shared by both support-
ers and detractors indicates that spontaneous political and 
social orders such as capitalism and commercialism and the 
free governments on which they rest may require more jus-
tification than classical liberal scholars traditionally thought. 
More importantly, these drawbacks—of commercialism in 
particular—raise the central question of whether there exist 
ways to mitigate these drawbacks that are themselves com-
patible with the logic of spontaneous orders.

This paper addresses two related, but ultimately sepa-
rate, problems. The first deals with the fact that spontane-
ous orders require that the individuals who make up such 
an order have a particular kind of character in order for 
cooperation to occur in the first place. The second, and the 
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focus of this paper, is that some spontaneous orders, such as 
commercial orders, for example, may actually undermine 
this character, at least in their early stages. This leads to the 
paradoxical conclusion that spontaneous commercial orders 
may erode the very individual virtues on which they rely. In 
what follows I explore the problem of civic virtue through 
the works of the pro-capitalism thinker Adam Smith, the 
anti-industrialization Anti-Federalists, and the more mod-
ern position of Hayek. These three views all have somewhat 
different emphases and solutions to the problem of how to 
maintain civic virtue in a free society, and these different 
emphases underline how complex and difficult the problem 
is. The paper ends with a discussion of how the orders of cos-
mos and taxis might actually overlap.  

THE DRAWBACKS OF SPONTANEITY  

The major criticisms of commercial spontaneous orders all 
revolve around the problem of virtue or of civic character. 
It was traditionally thought that—because man’s nature is 
naturally flawed—virtue must be taught and men guided in 
their education, usually by a wise leader or statesman. This 
ancient view, made most famously by Plato in his discussion 
of the philosopher-kings of The Republic, required an active 
government that molded citizens toward a specific ideal, in 
this case, one of justice. Aristotle too focuses his political 
theory on virtue, though he is sharply critical of Plato’s ap-
parently single-minded devotion to a particular kind of jus-
tice. Aristotle’s ideal city in Book 7 of Politics (Lord, 1984) 
lays out a city devoted to virtue and describes in detail how 
such a city should be organized. The best regime, accord-
ing to Aristotle, is organized around a particular principle 
and the various parts cooperate to bring that principle into 
existence. A true “founded” regime directs all its activities 
toward a particular end, with that end traditionally being a 
particular kind of virtue, whether military, philosophic, or 
otherwise. Hayek’s term, “taxis,” referring to a directed order, 
covers regimes of this type.

It is no surprise that the guided orders of the ancients 
were suspicious of commerce generally. Plato, resigned to 
the existence of commercial activity, insulates his philoso-
pher kings from the degrading effects of commerce (Bloom, 
1968). Aristotle too recognizes the importance of commerce 
for the functioning of a city, but also admits that it corrupts 
virtues. He too removes commerce and trade from direct 
rule in the city. In both cases, the founded orders (or “taxes”, 
as Hayek would call them) were based on virtues and were 
separated from the effects of the more spontaneous com-

mercial world. In this case we see a strict separation between 
the taxis of government and the cosmos or spontaneous 
order of the agora or marketplace.1 As other thinkers have 
pointed out, this separation is ultimately not sustainable, but 
it is instructive that both Plato and Aristotle felt it necessary 
to insulate the political order based on virtue from the mar-
ket order based on spontaneous cooperation rooted in self-
interest (Calkins and Werhane, 1998). 

In contrast to these regimes founded on virtue, the 
modern approach to politics in the classical liberal tradition 
emerges in the 18th century. Burke’s spontaneous or “grown” 
regimes (or cosmos) are those that grow up over many years 
and which find their roots in a gradually evolved system of 
laws that emerges from the habits, manners, and mores of 
the people, rather than from a discrete law-giver. Burke’s ex-
ample of the intergenerational compact expressed by British 
common law is one famous example (Burke, [1790] 1999). 
For Burke, there is no one “founding” moment of consent 
or law-giving in a regime. Instead, consent unfurls from the 
character of the people themselves as they live their lives, 
use their property, and slowly create an inherited system of 
rights and freedoms that they pass on to their offspring, of-
ten through inheritance of property. Grown regimes have no 
particular end or purpose other than the particular pursuits 
of their inhabitants over generations.

In the Burkean order, commerce intertwines naturally 
with the growth of property rights and the other hallmarks 
of free government. Despite Burke’s support of commerce 
both at home and abroad, undoubtedly one of the main ben-
efits of the British constitution for Burke is the existence of 
a class of people who need not toil or engage in commercial 
activity. The existence of an aristocracy and a monarchy pre-
served the virtue of the nation by example, thus insulating 
the system against the effects of commercialism. Burke’s crit-
icism of the French, for example, is that they rejected their 
inherited system of chivalry and instead founded a regime 
based on pure self-interest and abstract rights. While Burke 
does not explicitly link this rejection to commerce, the tra-
ditional commercial virtues of self-interest must, in his view, 
be moderated and softened by respect and admiration for 
superiors and the affection for inherited manners and mores 
to guide social interaction.1 The superiority of the aristocra-
cy, even if it is primarily a “noble illusion,” serves to remind 
the common people of something higher than themselves 
and this ancient chivalry forms the foundation for civic vir-
tue or obedience without coercion. 

Burke’s ideal grown regime in some ways provides a 
middle ground between the ancient absolute separation of 
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commerce from governments based on virtue and the con-
temporary development of republics founded on commer-
cialism. Britain still relied for its virtue, according to Burke, 
upon a leisure class that is not called upon to engage directly 
in productive labor or trade. At the same time, Burke advo-
cates largely unregulated commerce that creates wealth and 
opportunity for the masses (ibid.). Both systems evolve to-
gether and the ancient laws of chivalry intertwine with the 
commercial character of the people to produce something 
uniquely British. Burke believes that England owes her suc-
cesses primarily to the character of the people handed down 
over generations through manners, mores, and property. The 
commercial character of the British is softened and moder-
ated by an inherited system of manners and mores indissolu-
bly linked to the leisured class. Once lost, such a character 
cannot be recovered (ibid.). Perhaps not surprisingly then, 
Burke argues that the focus should be on preserving that 
character in the British people while mourning its loss in the 
French.

INSTITUTIONS AND CHARACTER

The emphasis in both Plato and Burke on counteracting 
commercial tendencies through the virtue promoted by 
a leisure class reflects the belief that all regimes, grown or 
founded, rest on a foundation of the character of the peo-
ple themselves. Generally speaking, all regimes require two 
components. First, the conditions must be right for inter-
action and cooperation. This might be called the “institu-
tional” component. Without communication, for example, 
cooperation will be impossible or stunted. Without roads, 
travel and the interaction it makes possible will be diffi-
cult. Without law enforcement, property will be less secure. 
Institutionalists in economics and politics focus on the con-
ditions that allow for voluntary cooperation such as infra-
structure, rule of law, property rights, and so forth. They also 
focus on providing the right incentives for cooperation and 
avoiding institutions that may inadvertently disincentivize 
cooperation.

The second component, often the focus of political 
theorists and philosophers, involves the characteristics of 
the actual individuals who will be interacting. While the 
conditions must be right, the relevant materials must have 
a particular set of characteristics that allow them to inter-
act in a particular way. In nature, crystalline structures re-
quire molecules with a peculiar character as well as the 
conditions of temperature and pressure that allow crystals 
to form. Magnetic orders in nature too require that the par-

ticles in question attract or repel each other in predictable 
ways (Hayek, 1973). When it comes to human interactions, 
the characteristics that make voluntary cooperation possible 
are referred to as civic virtue (or social capital, depending on 
who you are talking to).

What this virtue entails will depend in large part on 
the type of regime being fostered. In the case of theocratic 
regimes, religious piety is central. In the case of militaristic 
regimes, valor and self-sacrifice are key. Since the focus of 
this paper is primarily liberal regimes based on individual 
liberty, what follows discusses the kinds of virtues required 
by liberal regimes. These virtues run the gamut from respect 
for general rules, to the tendency to think long-term, to a 
cheerful disposition (Hayek, 1973). Such civic virtues are not 
the high-level intellectual and moral virtues aimed at by the 
ancients. They involve such basic requirements as a disposi-
tion to cooperate with others2 and a tendency to respect gen-
eral rules, even when such rules may not immediately serve 
one’s self interest.3 A general interest in fairness or justice is 
another important consideration, though an interest in jus-
tice can be manipulated to support end-specific commands 
and thus must be carefully characterized. Finally, the ideal 
free citizen would have enough intelligence and education 
to understand both how his actions affect others and why 
free government is defensible in the first place.4 While these 
are “low but solid” foundations on which to build a self-
governing society, these virtues are not automatic and the 
recent history of nation-building in places like Afghanistan 
and Iraq demonstrates how difficult installing institutions in 
other cultures truly is.

Despite the benefits of spontaneous commercial societ-
ies including efficiency, stability, and emphasis on individual 
freedom, liberal regimes face a problem that non-liberal re-
gimes do not. Precisely because they rely on the spontaneous 
order created by voluntarily cooperating individuals, rulers 
cannot necessarily intervene directly in the order to produce 
the kinds of citizens they believe are useful.5 Regimes found-
ed on religious piety or military valor are somewhat more 
insulated from the problem of character precisely because 
the rulers have some control over the religious and secular 
education of the citizenry. They also hold the power of im-
prisonment or banishment in the case of individuals who do 
not follow collective rules. A liberal society lacks these tools 
by its very nature.

Furthermore, if a regime is not devoted to a particu-
lar end, the interactions of voluntarily cooperating citizens 
will, by definition, create orders that no one could have fore-
seen and which are not always desirable for the larger order. 
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Spontaneous commercial orders, while amoral and purpose-
less in themselves, nevertheless rely on a moral substrate to 
make cooperation possible. The question then becomes this: 
do commercial orders spontaneously create the kinds of civ-
ic virtue on which they rely? And if they do not, is there a 
way to create such virtue that does not violate the principles 
of voluntary cooperation and individual freedom? 

Proponents of commercial societies and their opponents 
have struggled with this question, ultimately concluding that 
commercial orders undermine the virtues that constitute 
their foundation. Some thinkers use this conclusion to re-
ject commercialism out of hand. Proponents of commercial 
orders must come up with a way to preserve the character of 
the citizens while remaining true to liberal principles. The 
rest of this paper explores how a few central thinkers have 
characterized this problem and what solutions they offer, if 
any.

SMITH AND THE EDUCATION OF THE POOR

Adam Smith describes in one rarely cited section of The 
Wealth of Nations the plight of the poor in commercial and 
civilized societies (Smith, [1776] 1981, p. 782): “The man 
whose whole life is spent in performing a few simple oper-
ations … generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is 
possible for a human creature to become.” The father of the 
“invisible hand” and a proponent of free governments was 
acutely aware of the potential drawbacks of spontaneous or-
ders of trade and commercial societies. As societies become 
more civilized, trade and commerce encourage specializa-
tion, which in turn corrupts men’s minds and bodies, mak-
ing them unsuitable for a free society.

There is no single way in which commerce undermines 
the character of citizens, because the culprits are varied and 
the causes are often indirect. Smith (1759) argues in the 
Theory of Moral Sentiments that wealth corrupts the moral 
sentiments, making the impartial spectator more sympa-
thetic to the rich than to the poor. This criticism, of course, 
applies in any stratified society, and one could argue that 
the increase of a middle class fostered by capitalism would 
actually lessen this corrupting tendency. More seriously, he 
believes education suffers in commercial societies. The pres-
sure to put children to use as wage earners from an early age 
requires that children be taken out of school (ibid.). At the 
same time, the authority of parents decreases as children rely 
less on parents for survival, which in turn decreases the ef-
ficacy of the transmission of the manners and mores that are 

passed down primarily through education in the home and 
solidified by the respect for parental authority. 

Commerce results in the weakening of the family in 
other ways as well. The increased mobility made possible 
and in some cases necessitated by family life separates kin 
and reduces the network of kin ties on which people rely. 
In part due to increased mobility and separation from com-
munity and kin, but also due to the proliferation of diverse 
views and opinions, the force of religion is weakened by 
commercial societies. The weakening of all these institutions 
further weakens those traditions and customs that created 
the character of a freedom-loving people in the first place.6

Smith’s most explicit concerns revolve around the cor-
rupting effects of the division of labor. In the Wealth of 
Nations and the Lectures on Jurisprudence (Smith, 1976) he 
argues that free trade and commerce naturally lead to spe-
cialization, which, in turn, leads to the division of labor, 
which, in turn, increases the overall well-being of the poor at 
the same time that it destroys their ability to think rationally 
about their lives. The spontaneous order he outlines devel-
ops from the natural urge to trade and barter and is fostered 
by general rules that promote free trade and would thus 
seem to be the ideal of spontaneous order developing out of 
natural human desires. 

The result, however, is that the mass of the people be-
come particularly unfit to rule themselves politically or even 
to guide their own lives. The obvious result of a mass of “ig-
norant and stupid” poor people is a tendency toward more 
government intervention, but this time such intervention is 
aimed at a particular goal: feeding, clothing, and educating 
the poor. In this case, at least, cosmos seems to lead inexo-
rably to taxis as people seek direct (and often government-
driven) solutions to the problem of poverty. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Smith’s ([1776] 1981) solution to 
the problem is at least partly governmental.7 In particular, 
he becomes an advocate for the public education of the poor 
as a way to undo some of the stultifying effects of mind-
less labor. Smith (ibid., p. 785, emphasis added) argues in 
the Wealth of Nations that “[f]or a very small expence the 
publick can facilitate, can encourage, and can even impose 
upon almost the whole body of the people, the necessity of 
acquiring these most essential parts of education,” including 
the ability to “read, write, and account.” While this education 
can be supported in whole or in part by the public (Smith 
supports the partial public support of such education), the 
imposition of this education on the poor is perhaps the most 
controversial part of Smith’s argument. 
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While education might seem a commonsensical way out 
of the difficulty, it is not clear whether compulsory education 
or education funded through compulsory taxation is com-
patible with an order that relies on the voluntary interactions 
between cooperating individuals. Smith’s view certainly un-
dermines the simplistic idea that spontaneous orders are 
wholly spontaneous, that they need no other kind of orga-
nization than that of voluntarily cooperating individuals 
pursuing their own self-interests. Smith was not the only 
proponent of free government, however, who was seriously 
concerned with the problem of citizen character and not the 
only thinker who proposes educational reforms as a possible 
solution.

THE ANTI-FEDERALISTS AND AGRARIAN 
VIRTUE 

The American political order is perhaps the best example of 
the blending of cosmos and taxis and the importance of pay-
ing close attention to both the conditions that allow spon-
taneous cooperation and the character of the individuals 
themselves. Part of what makes the American example help-
ful is that the debates over the American constitution were 
robust and public, with published records from both sides. 
Moreover, the debate over the Constitution can be distilled 
into two sides who, roughly, represent institutionalists on the 
one hand and those concerned about citizen virtue on the 
other.

The group that became known as the Federalists—those 
in favor of the Constitution and the complex set of institu-
tional controls it represents—believed strongly that, human 
nature being what it was, constitutions should serve to create 
the conditions for cooperation through a series of complex 
institutions, from property rights to federalism to separation 
of powers (Cooke, 1961). The Anti-Federalists on the other 
hand were skeptical about the ability of institutions to con-
trol human nature if the citizenry did not understand what 
free government was for or how it worked. They favored 
small transparent governments linked to the affections of the 
people (Storing and Dry, 1981).

In short, the Federalists were concerned with creating 
the conditions for voluntary cooperation while the Anti-
Federalists were concerned with creating citizens with the 
specific character that supports voluntary cooperation. In 
both cases, the goal was limited government, or a kind of 
spontaneous order. Where the two differed was in their em-
phasis on either institutions or virtue. The Federalist’s insti-
tutions are sufficiently familiar to anyone who has studied 

American politics. Separation of powers, checks and bal-
ances, a bicameral legislature, the division of power between 
state and national governments known as federalism, and 
an independent judiciary were the main institutions that 
would secure freedom not directly, but indirectly by fractur-
ing power (Cooke, 1961). Each branch of government would 
control the others jealously and ambition would be made to 
counter ambition.

The Anti-Federalists felt that this level of complexity 
would serve only to confuse and alienate the people them-
selves. They believed the safest way to secure liberty was 
directly, by relying on citizens to jealously defend their 
rights against government oppression. In that case, govern-
ment must remain small and simple so that citizens could 
easily track down abuses. More importantly, the citizens 
themselves must have a specific character that promotes lib-
eral civic virtue. They must live simple lifestyles. The Anti-
Federalists were particularly suspicious not just of complex 
institutions, but also of the commercialism that was being 
pushed alongside this new “science of politics.” At the same 
time that complex institutions bewildered the people and 
made it impossible for them to control their government, 
commercialism destroyed the close associations of family 
and community that protected and nurtured civic virtue.8

The new constitution was thus a two-headed mon-
ster that would make the size of government impossible to 
control and the people themselves unable and unwilling to 
control it. It is no accident that the Anti-Federalists saw pre-
cisely the same effects of commerce on individual character 
that Smith lays out in the Wealth of Nations. According to 
this older view, commerce corrupts civic virtue, making self-
government difficult or impossible.9 The Anti-Federalists 
and those like Jefferson who voiced similar concerns be-
lieved true self-government is found in agrarian societies 
where people are naturally equal to one another and where 
the daily rigors of life produce an honest people devoid of 
intrigue.

Other than simplicity and love of freedom, the Anti-
Federalists believed homogeneity, rather than pluralism, to 
be the key to free government. Unlike the Federalists who 
saw freedom emerge from a cacophony of voices, where fac-
tion is split into a multitude of interests each incapable on 
its own of exerting power, the Anti-Federalists believed gov-
ernment should resemble the governed. Commerce rooted 
in industrialization challenges this homogeneity and moves 
people away from the land, close-knit communities, and 
families. In sum, commerce separates individuals from the 
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customary sources of virtue, which are tradition and hard 
work.

The Anti-Federalists were not so simple as to think that 
the world would remain agrarian and homogenous forever. 
They did, however, feel strongly that there are ways of medi-
ating the effects of commerce and big government on citizen 
character. Not surprisingly, most of their proposals center 
on how to educate an active citizenry, even after adulthood. 
Some proposed the creation of “seminaries of useful learn-
ing” where citizens would learn useful trades (Storing and 
Dry, 1981, p. 21). Virtue was rooted in honest labor, and thus 
education should fit citizens for that labor, rather than teach-
ing high-minded and abstract subjects.

Education continues outside of such schools, how-
ever, and is inextricably entwined with self-rule. The Anti-
Federalists believed local and state governments to be the 
key to promoting civic virtue precisely because such small 
republics require their citizens to actively engage in deci-
sion-making on an almost daily basis. Citizens would never 
get the chance to lose their public-spirited virtue, since they 
are called upon to practice it daily. 

As much as the Anti-Federalists were suspicious of na-
tional power, when the ratification of the Constitution ap-
peared to be imminent, they fought to preserve the power 
of the local governments within the union and to enshrine 
within the Constitution the concerns with civic virtue that 
they felt were so overlooked. The Bill of Rights in particu-
lar was seen primarily as a way of reminding the citizens of 
their rights, not necessarily of keeping the government in 
line (ibid., p. 21). The Bill of Rights would serve, not as a re-
minder to government, but as a reminder to the people that 
they had rights prior to the existence of government and that 
such rights require an educated and passionate citizenry for 
their protection.

The Anti-Federalists were not simple-minded idealists. 
In fact, they were prudent practitioners whose ideas about 
citizen character formed the foundation for their views on 
how government and the broader social arena should be 
structured. It is almost impossible to teach virtue once it is 
lost, they believed. Thus, social conditions, the way of life of 
the people, and the size and closeness of government should 
be constructed in such a way as to make virtue an intimate 
part of the citizens’ lives, rather than an afterthought. In oth-
er words, civic virtue will emerge spontaneously from people 
who live honestly, labor hard, and live close to each other 
and to the land in communities centered on faith and family, 
and who participate actively in the decision-making of their 
communities. Top-down intervention is required only after 

such conditions have been destroyed, and by that time, the 
cause of free government itself has been lost.

The Anti-Federalist position was heavily influenced by 
Montesquieu’s work on republican virtue. Often seen as a 
major promoter of commercial societies, Montesquieu nev-
ertheless believed that commerce may interfere with certain 
kinds of societies, in particular republics based on virtue. 
Each type of regime has its own particular motivating princi-
ple. In monarchies it is honor, in republics it is virtue, and in 
despotism it is fear (Montesquieu, [1750] 2010). Commerce 
softens all these principles and paves the way for individual 
liberty. This softening is positive if the end goal is a gener-
ally tolerant society, but Montesquieu admits at the same 
time that “commerce corrupts pure mores.”10 Commerce 
has an “averaging” effect. It makes the mores in despotic 
and monarchic regimes softer and less dangerous, but it also 
degrades the strict citizen virtues at the heart of republican-
ism.11 The Anti-Federalists, concerned as they were with 
small republics based on hard work and agrarian virtue, be-
lieved that commercial activity, particularly industrial activ-
ity, would destroy the virtue on which self-government rests. 

HAYEK AND CLASSICAL LIBERAL VIRTUE 

Hayek, the great proponent of spontaneous orders, is for 
many reasons circumspect about discussing what the classics 
called “citizen virtue.” Part of Hayek’s reticence stems from 
the fact that traditionally, inculcating such virtue was con-
sidered a legitimate goal of state power, which Hayek found 
profoundly disturbing.12 Yet at the same time he was very 
concerned about the kinds of virtues, intellectual and oth-
erwise, that make spontaneous orders possible. Hayek (1944, 
p. 163) lays out what he calls “individualist virtues” such as 
“tolerance and respect for other individuals,” “independence 
of mind and that uprightness of character and readiness to 
defend ones own convictions,” “consideration for the weak 
and infirm,” and “that healthy contempt and dislike of power 
which only an old tradition of personal liberty creates.” He 
also cites some of the major virtues touted by earlier classi-
cal liberals, such as Burke’s “moral chains upon [men’s] ap-
petites” and Tocqueville’s and Madison’s insistence on the 
moral foundations for free communities (ibid, p. 435, n. 36). 
While in the Road to Serfdom Hayek claims that the com-
mercial way of life produces these virtues, in other places he 
is less sanguine about these virtues automatically emerging 
from voluntary commercial cooperation.

The ideal way to produce such virtues, according to 
Hayek, is never to lose them in the first place. Countries with 
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traditions rooted in voluntary cooperation and individual 
liberty rely on citizens passing those traditions on through 
intergenerational institutions such as the family and com-
mon law. When tradition fails, other kinds of means may be 
required to mitigate the effects of cultural decay. Once these 
traditions have been lost, however, Hayek seems unsure of 
whether civic virtue in spontaneous orders can truly be re-
gained: 

The institutions by which the countries of the Western 
world have attempted to protect individual freedom 
against progressive encroachment by government have 
always proved inadequate when transferred to coun-
tries where suitable traditions did not prevail. And 
they have not provided sufficient protection against the 
effects of new desires which even among the peoples 
of the West now often loom larger than older concep-
tions—conceptions that made possible the periods of 
freedom when these peoples gained their present posi-
tion (Hayek, 1973, p. 55).

The foundation for these “new” desires may be the very 
concerns Adam Smith raised 200 years earlier about the ef-
fects of industrialization and division of labor on the human 
mind. If Smith was right, modern market-based spontane-
ous orders may contain within themselves the seeds of their 
own corruption (at best) or perhaps destruction (at worst). 

Like Smith and the Anti-Federalists, Hayek argues for 
some type of public education to help create the moral sub-
strate on which true spontaneous orders depend. Hayek lays 
out the basic argument for “compulsory education,” pointing 
out that: 

[i]t is important to recognize that general education 
is not solely, and perhaps not even mainly, a matter of 
communicating knowledge. There is a need for certain 
common standards of values, and, though too great an 
emphasis on this need may lead to very illiberal conse-
quences, peaceful common existence would be clearly 
impossible without any such standards (Hayek, 1960, 
p. 377). 

Hayek attempts to solve this delicate balance between 
state-run educational propaganda and the basic education in 
values that promote cooperation by recognizing that while 
requiring a certain minimum baseline of education may 
be necessary in order to create the preconditions for order 
there is no reason such education must be run by the gov-

ernment (ibid., p. 380). Charter schools, private charitable 
schools, and other non-governmental options would all be 
ways of securing a baseline of education, even with some 
of the funds for this education coming from public coffers. 
Thus, public education of a sort is made compatible with the 
freedom of a spontaneous order because, while the public 
may pay for education for the poorest of citizens, those citi-
zens are free to choose the desired kind of education and its 
source on their own. Public education in this sense provides 
a framework for activity rather than commanding a particu-
lar type of activity.

In addition to the importance of education, Hayek takes 
a Burkean turn in his discussion of how liberal virtues can 
be preserved. He believes elites play a central role in passing 
on values, even serving as the protectors of civic traditions. 
Hayek argues that elites provide a guidepost in their support 
for a variety of public goods that would be difficult to sup-
port through simple majoritarian means, namely “cultural 
amenities, in the fine arts, in education and research, in the 
preservation of natural beauty and historic treasures, and, 
above all, in the propagation of new ideas in politics, morals, 
and religion” (ibid., p. 125). 

Elites do not serve as role models necessarily by choice, 
but by pursuing their own interests and having the wealth to 
do so, elites serve as a connection to higher kinds of pursuits. 
This argument is not unconnected to Aristotle’s argument 
in the Politics on the importance of idleness for true virtue. 
And it is important, especially on Hayek’s grounds, that elites 
not be expected to always support virtuous endeavors or 
character-building, lest such an expectation become the ra-
tionale for increased governmental intervention in property 
or redistribution of wealth.

Avoiding such redistributionist passions is easier said 
than done, however. A reliance on elites as the protectors 
of civic virtue requires that lawmakers not get caught up 
in democratic passions for redistribution of wealth. This in 
turn requires a legal and political system with stringent lim-
its on democracy and an economic system that supports a 
large and flourishing middle class that serves as a buffer be-
tween the rich and the poor. Such a system will be difficult to 
come by and may be difficult to preserve. Publius argues in 
Federalist 10 that certain institutional and social structures 
will be necessary (but perhaps not sufficient) to preserve 
these limitations on the factions implied by private property 
and wealth. But these structures, including the multiplicity 
of interests supported by an extended republic, themselves 
undermine the moral conformity that may be required for 
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free government, as the Anti-Federalists feared (Cooke, 
1961).

More problematic is the fact that Hayek does not believe 
that the elites themselves can resist the destruction of civic 
virtue entirely, in large part because elite values and tradi-
tions are susceptible to the same eroding effects of egalitar-
ian and taxis-based thought as are the values and traditions 
of the masses. Hayek bemoans the loss of the “gentleman-
scholar” in the United States, arguing that this loss has 
“produced a situation in which the propertied class, now 
almost exclusively a business group, lacks intellectual leader-
ship and even a coherent and defensible philosophy of life” 
(Hayek, 1960, pp. 127-30). Elite leadership requires an elite 
class that is willing and capable of leading. The more leisure 
is despised and the more property is redistributed, the fewer 
individuals there will be who are willing and able to set a 
moral tone for the rest.

Like Burke, Hayek also believes religion has played a 
central role in the passing down of the liberal values that 
support civic virtue. The scientism that condones govern-
ment planning is the same scientism that rejects religious 
belief as mystical and obsolete.13 It is not accidental that both 
Burke and Hayek refer to the utility of religion in passing 
on the mores and values that make up civic virtue, while ac-
knowledging that the religious maxims themselves may be 
rooted in false or unprovable claims. Burke calls these beliefs 
“pleasing illusions” and Hayek refers to them as “symbolic 
truths,” but in both cases, the civic virtue on which human 
cooperation relies may rest at least in part on beliefs that are 
simply not rationally defensible in any way. This in itself cre-
ates a problem as public policy becomes more rationalistic 
and traditional ways of life become less influential.

If the foundations of liberal mores rely in part on the 
“noble lies” of religion, there may be no way to recover such 
traditional beliefs once they are gone.14 Just as in the case of 
elites, once religious belief is gone, the foundations for liber-
al manners and mores disappear too. Thus elites and religion 
together are but a way to preserve such virtue and not a way 
to create it once it is gone.

THE BLURRING OF COSMOS AND TAXIS

The consensus then of all three sets of thinkers is that while 
the spontaneous commercial order relies on the voluntary 
cooperation of individuals, there exists a moral substrate 
that may not itself be spontaneous, and on which everything 
else relies. The problem of civic virtue then indicates that the 
apparent distinction between grown and founded regimes is 

not in fact as clear as some discussions of these texts have 
made it appear. Aristotle’s Politics, for example, far from lay-
ing out a concrete discussion of the founded regime, actually 
supports the idea that most regimes are a blending of both 
grown and founded institutions. Even the greatest historical 
lawgivers, such as Lycurgus and Solon, based their laws on 
the way of life of the people themselves. Thus, what appeared 
to be a “founding” was, in reality, merely a prudential tweak-
ing of the laws and traditions that already existed.15 

Both founded and spontaneous orders require a bit of 
their counterpart to be successful in the long term. Founded 
regimes require a foundation on cosmos or common law in 
order to be successful, because such regimes require the obe-
dience of the people who, in turn, find it easier (and there-
fore require less coercion) to follow laws that resemble their 
own way of life. Grown regimes, on the other hand, require 
that the people have a particular character that, if not in ex-
istence, may have to be imposed in various more or less ef-
fective ways. 

The usual assumption of libertarians and the more 
stringent classical liberals is that any top-down interference 
in markets is likely to create unintended side effects that may 
harm the overall order. But the above discussion suggests 
that some kinds of interventions, such as vouchers for public 
education, for example, may be salutary or even necessary 
for the continued functioning of the order itself. Other in-
direct ways of guiding the character of the people may be 
necessary for the proper functioning of the order. These 
might include a general support for family life, the careful 
construction of institutions that reinforce and reward such 
character, and a carefully constructed education policy. 

Non-governmental influences like those of public intel-
lectuals and the media can keep the problem of character 
in the public eye (though whether they will do so without 
popular or government support is debatable). In this way, 
elites, public intellectuals, and media personalities might 
play the role of something like the immune system in the hu-
man body—an internal and consistent way to attack cultural 
decay from within, before government intervention becomes 
necessary. 

Another potential partial solution to the problem is that 
economic progress itself could serve to mitigate the effects of 
the division of labor, for example making the mechanization 
of the most rote and meaningless jobs possible. As techno-
logical progress advances, the number of people engaging 
in daily rote activities would presumably drop. The resulting 
move to an information-based economy would then make 
the workplace more social and at least somewhat more ful-
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filling. Whether this sociality is enough to preserve the basic 
civic character on which spontaneous social and political or-
ders rests is still a somewhat open question. Work on social 
capital gives mixed reviews and hopeful statistics outlining 
recent drops in violent crime in the United States, for exam-
ple, are contrasted against long-term trends that show rising 
crime rates paired with increasing alienation and decreasing 
rates of political participation in almost all industrialized na-
tions (Fukuyama, 1999, p. 32).

SPONTANEOUS ORDERS, HUMAN NATURE, 
AND HUMILITY 

Ultimately, the primary lesson that the study of social and 
political spontaneous orders may teach is a lesson in humil-
ity. Spontaneous orders—far from being a utopian answer to 
the problem of organization—require the right ingredients at 
the right time framed by the right set of general rules. They 
are superior to most other means of creating order because 
they are usually more efficient than command orders, par-
ticularly in large-scale societies. They are more efficient both 
because they solve the epistemological problem and because 
they help secure individual liberty and voluntary association 
(Hayek, 1945).

Just as Hayek advises that spontaneous orders are one 
way to solve the limitations of our imperfect nature, it is just 
as important to remember that spontaneous orders them-
selves will be imperfect because they are the results of that 
nature. They will not result in perfection, either of freedom 
or of justice (Hayek, 1973, p. 33).16 The questions of when in-
tervention is required in spontaneous orders and what kind 
of intervention is legitimate remain, so far, unanswered and 
may demonstrate a continued need for prudent statesmen as 
well as carefully constructed institutions. 

In the end, scholars of spontaneous orders would do 
well to pay closer attention to the character-creating orders 
that undergird the spontaneous orders of free markets and 
liberal societies.17 Families, religious institutions, neigh-
borhoods, schools, and elite behavior all play an important 
role in the success or failure of macro-level orders. Without 
further study of these foundational institutions, our under-
standing of how and why spontaneous orders succeed or fail 
will be incomplete. And, of course, all of these character-
building institutions are but partial answers to what may end 
up being an intractable problem. 

There are religions that support freedom and religions 
that oppress people; families that support responsible and 
free citizens and families that are abusive and corrupting. 

The best we may hope for is to create the laws that support 
free associations and hope that the political and legal institu-
tions endure long enough to move the population back after 
a period of corruption. Increasing government involvement 
in everything from birth to education to the economy to 
health care indicates that we may be losing the character that 
makes free association and the spontaneous orders created 
by such association possible. 

NOTES

1  “This mixed system of opinion and sentiment had its 
origin in the antient chivalry; and the principle, though 
varied in its appearance by the varying state of human 
affairs, subsisted and influenced through a long suc-
cession of generations, even to the time we live in. If it 
should ever be totally extinguished, the loss I fear will 
be great” (Burke, [1790] 1999, p. 170). “On the scheme 
of this barbarous philosophy, which is the offspring of 
cold hearts and muddy understandings, and which is 
as void of solid wisdom as it is destitute of all taste and 
elegance, laws are to be supported only by their own ter-
rors, and by the concern which each individual may find 
in them from his own private speculations, or can spare 
to them from his own private interests. … Nothing is 
left which engages the affections on the part of the com-
monwealth” (ibid., p. 171).

2  A purely individualistic or asocial person does not con-
tribute in any meaningful way to the broader social or-
der. Sociality and cooperation take many forms. While 
the writing of books, for example, might be an isolated 
(and isolating) endeavor, it can nevertheless circulate 
ideas that contribute in some way to the overall order. 
This particular tendency is mostly innate in humans in 
that we are both naturally social and have natural moral 
sentiments that incline us to care about others. Though 
these sentiments can be perverted in many ways, they 
are a useful foundation on which to build. 

3  Respect for the rule of law is perhaps the foundation 
of all spontaneous orders, and statesmen from Burke 
to Madison to Lincoln have all expressed concern that 
even justified law-breaking may lead one down a slip-
pery slope. In a similar vein, Hayek argues that “[f]or 
the resulting order to be beneficial people must also ob-
serve some conventional rules, that is, rules which do 
not simply follow from their desires and their insight 
into relations of cause and effect, but which are norma-
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tive and tell them what they ought to or ought not to do” 
(Hayek, 1973, p. 45).

4  This education need not be extensive. Jefferson argued 
in a letter to Madison that the Bill of Rights would serve 
to remind citizens of their rights and how to defend 
them.

5  Part of the argument against such intervention is pre-
cisely that it is likely to have unintended consequences. 
Thus even if rulers could intervene to try to mold civic 
virtue, their likelihood of succeeding is low.

6  Of course, not all tight-knit religious agrarian commu-
nities are free. In fact, it takes something else to make 
such communities free rather than being, for example, 
despotic in their own way. That something is the virtue 
of independence that is cultivated separately and which, 
as Hayek points out, is the result only of a long and com-
plex history of cultural evolution. This argument alone 
is enough to cause one to wonder about the likelihood 
of getting back such a character once it is lost.

7  Smith continues: “But in every improved and civilized 
society this is the state into which the labouring poor, 
that is, the great body of the people, must necessarily 
fall, unless government takes some pains to prevent it.”

8  The Anti-Federalists did not, of course, object to agrari-
an-based commerce. It was when commerce centered in 
and moved people to urban areas that it destroyed the 
character of individuals rooted in family and commu-
nity.

9  Storing and Dry (1981, p. 21) argue that the Anti-
Federalists saw commerce as “the vehicle of distinctions 
in wealth, of foreign influence, and of the decline of 
morals.”

10  “Commerce cures destructive prejudices, and it is an 
almost general rule that everywhere there are gentle 
mores, there is commerce and that everywhere there is 
commerce, there are gentle mores. … One can say that 
the laws of commerce perfect mores for the same reason 
that these same laws ruin mores. Commerce corrupts 
pure mores, and this was the subject of Plato’s com-
plaints; it polishes and softens barbarous mores, as we 
see every day” (Montesquieu, [1750] 2010, p. 338).

11  Commerce leads to peace between nations, “but, if the 
spirit of commerce unites nations, it does not unite indi-
viduals in the same way. We see that in countries where 
one is affected only by the spirit of commerce, there is 
traffic in all human activities and all moral virtues; the 
smallest things, those required by humanity, are done 
or given for money” (Montesquieu, [1750] 2010, p. 338-

39). Montesquieu himself discusses both institutions 
and civic virtue at length, believing as he does that both 
are necessary for a legitimately moderate state that pro-
tects people’s rights. 

12  Hayek’s discussion of the importance of being able to 
break certain moral guidelines is characteristic of his 
concerns with imposed moral order.

13  “This means that, like it or not, we owe the persistence 
of certain practices, and the civilisation that resulted 
from them, in part to support from beliefs which are not 
true – or verifiable or testable – in the same sense as are 
scientific statements, and which are certaintly not the 
result of rational argumentation” ( Hayek, 1988, p. 137). 
This is part and parcel of Hayek’s overall argument that 
disrupting the foundations of a grown order will likely 
lead to dangerous disruptions because we cannot fully 
understand what the effects of our actions will be. Thus, 
rejecting religious belief in the name of rationalism has 
the potential to undermine the virtues that allowed a 
liberal order to flourish in the first place. 

14  See Hayek (1988, p. 137) for his discussion of “symbolic 
truths” and Burke ([1790] 1999, p. 170). In this context 
Burke is specifically referring to chivalry, but he makes 
the same argument elsewhere regarding religion.

15  Aristotle, for example, says of Solon’s supposed legal 
inventions that “[i]t would seem, though, that Solon 
found these things existing previously – the council and 
election to offices – and did not dismantle them, but 
established [rule of] the people by making the courts 
open to all” (Lord, 1984, l. 1247a1–3). 

16  Hayek explicitly cautions against utopian beliefs from 
either standpoint: “Although we must endeavour to 
make society good in the sense that we shall like to live 
in it, we cannot make it good in the sense that it will 
behave morally” (Hayek, 1973, p. 33).

17  As Hayek (1960, p. 62) notes, “[c]oercion, then, may 
sometimes be avoidable only because a high degree of 
voluntary conformity exists, which means that vol-
untary conformity may be a condition of a beneficial 
working of freedom. It is indeed a truth, which all the 
great apostles of freedom outside the rationalistic school 
have never tired of emphasizing, that freedom has never 
worked without deeply ingrained moral beliefs and that 
coercion can be reduced to a minimum only where in-
dividuals can be expected as a rule to conform volun-
tarily to certain principles.” 
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Abstract: Spontaneous order theory may be better understood in the context of its philosophical background, whether Hayek 
himself was aware of it or not. Social connections, interpersonal relations or intimacy are the bases of spontaneous order. 
In this paper, social connections are discussed as regards their influence on the German romantic school and its effects on 
philosophers such as Martin Heidegger. Heidegger’s ideas of perceiving society holistically and of understanding human in-
teractions as the basis of human society helped to generate a theory that is related to spontaneous orders in the social sphere. 
Understanding spontaneous order theory in the context of Heideggerian thought generates an appreciation of the role of regu-
lation in the market, given its spontaneous nature. Assuming spontaneity does not presume a rejection of intervention but 
rather a negation of the analytic approach, which assumes that one can take apart the market and put it back together in a new 
order. Instead, the Heideggerian approach suggests intervention by adjustment and judgment.
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I

Friedrich Hayek’s concept of spontaneous order has attract-
ed attention both for its economic implications and for its 
philosophical ramifications. In this paper, I would like to 
suggest how the philosophical understanding of spontaneity 
can help clarify its implications for economics. Spontaneous 
order is often perceived as a sort of “chaos theory.” Many in-
terpret the spontaneous order as just a fact of life, a fact that 
gives us confidence that from some “blurry” state, some mix-
ture of social events, an order emerges more or less miracu-
lously. This is not my view. Instead, I would like to side with 
those who perceive spontaneous order theory as a specific 
type of social theory, that is, as a theory that points to social 
connections. With this perception, interpersonal relations 
or intimacy is the basis of the emergence of a spontaneous 
order. Such a theory of spontaneity will privilege economic 
solutions that take social bonds into account, and will reject 
economic solutions that ignore social needs and communal 
relations.1

There are many who connect spontaneous order to non-
rational processes. Hayek himself connected spontaneous 
order to theories of complexity. That is probably the reason 
that—until the last decade the theory of the twentieth cen-
tury—spontaneous order was all but eclipsed in the social 
sciences (Barry, 1982).

For much of the twentieth century the idea of spontane-
ous order—the idea that most things that are of general ben-
efit in a social system are the products of spontaneous forces 
that are beyond the direct control of man—was swamped by 
the various doctrines of “constructivistic rationalism.”’

According to Barry, it is the success of a certain ap-
proach in the physical sciences which limited the appeal of 
the theory of spontaneous order:

No doubt the attraction of this rival notion of ratio-
nalism stems partly from the success of the physical 
sciences with their familiar methods of control, exact 
prediction, and experimentation. It is these methods 
which have an irresistible appeal to that hubris in man 
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which associates the benefits of civilization not with 
spontaneous orderings but with conscious direction 
towards preconceived ends (Barry, 1982, p. 7).

In Barry’s account, as the natural sciences began to take 
considerations of randomness, chaos, and complexity seri-
ously, the idea of a spontaneous order also gained accep-
tance. While agreeing with Barry from a historical point of 
view, I would like to suggest that it is not only the changes 
in the physical sciences that paved the way for greater ac-
ceptance of the theory of spontaneous order, but also major 
developments in philosophy. Saying that, I do not (of course) 
try to suggest that knowledge of the relevant philosophy 
was necessary for the acceptance of the theory. Rather, bor-
rowing Thomas Kuhn’s term, a paradigm of spontaneity in 
human thought and action which began to challenge the 
doctrine of “constructivistic rationalism” also played a role 
here. This paradigm, as we shall see, has its roots not only in 
social thought, but in a more general intellectual paradigm. 
To put the matter in terms of schools, I would like to suggest 
that although the theory of spontaneous order originated 
in the Scottish and Austrian schools, it cannot be accepted 
fully without the insights provided by the school of German 
Romanticism. 

In his The Roots of Romanticism, Isaiah Berlin (2001) 
interprets this movement as a German attempt to overcome 
the hegemony of the rationalist tradition. He points out the 
romantics’ rejection of the cold calculations and rigid cat-
egories of philosophy as it existed in their time. He praises 
their acceptance of irreconcilable conflict and their denial 
of the tidy, reasonable solutions promised by Enlightenment 
thinkers. Berlin perceives it as a preference of the local over 
our arrogant pretensions to universal truth, and describes 
the Romantic Movement as “the greatest transformation of 
Western consciousness, certainly in our time” (ibid., p. 12). 
Berlin notes the development of this thought through the 
works of Hamann, Herder, Goethe, Fichte, and Schiller. In 
Berlin’s account, it is this movement which led to Nietzsche 
and Heidegger later on. The Romantics may have enabled 
Western thinkers to realize the limitations of analysis and 
calculation, but it was not until Martin Heidegger that an in-
trinsically spontaneous epistemology was developed.

I want to single out the importance of spontaneous or-
der for Heidegger, who pointed to interpersonal empathy as 
the basis of the social order. He rejected the idea of society 
as an amalgamation of inherently solipsistic individuals. 
Instead, he contended that society and its members function 
on a foundation of interpersonal connections which give 

public meaning to their actions and perceptions. Later, we 
shall examine more carefully his unique phenomenological 
account of perception.

My suggestion, to connect the theory of spontaneous or-
der to epistemology, is not new. Quoting Barry (1981, p. 12) 
again, it was David Hume who “maintained that tradition, 
experience, and general uniformities in human nature them-
selves contain the guidelines for appropriate social conduct.” 
But Hume did not develop a rational tradition which may be 
used to regulate human conduct. On the contrary, “Hume 
argued that a pure and unaided human reason is incapable 
of determining a priori those moral and legal norms which 
are required for the servicing of a social order” (ibid., p. 12), 
and that “the Humean argument is that rationality should be 
used to ‘whittle down’ the exaggerated claims made on be-
half of reason by the Enlightenment philosophes” (ibid., p. 
12). Barry claims later that

Hume is insistent that those things which are for the 
public benefit are not a product of rationalist calcula-
tion. The happiness of a community is not promoted 
by trying to instill a passion for the public good in peo-
ple but by animating them with a “spirit of avarice and 
industry, art and luxury” so that the same result comes 
about indirectly (Barry, 1981, p. 52).

In other words, according to Hume, the rational tradi-
tion is limited and cannot be used to direct human society. 
But Hume was not an anti-rationalist. The reason that he left 
room for spontaneity was his empiricism, his emphasis on 
experience rather than calculation. As we now know, there 
is no doubt that the German Romantics traveled along the 
path of non-rational and non-calculated thought which 
Hume had paved.2

II

As I claimed, it was not until Heidegger that an intrinsi-
cally spontaneous epistemology was developed. In his 
“The Second Road to Phenomenological Sociology: Socio-
ontology and the Question of Order,” Patrik Aspers (2010) 
analyzes the theory of spontaneous order in the context 
of the dispute between Husserl and Heidegger, which he 
couches as a dispute between egological epistemology and 
social ontology. For Husserl, the world, including the social 
world, is perceived as if by a spectator. In what Husserl calls 
“bracketing,” he reduces the world that is relevant to a hu-
man being into what appears to the subject:
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I am no longer a human Ego in the universal, existen-
tially posited world, but exclusively a subject for which 
this world has being, and purely, indeed, as that which 
appears to me, and of which I am conscious in some 
way or the other, so that the real being of the world 
thereby remains unconsidered, unquestioned, and its 
validity is left out of account. (Husserl, 1962, p. 8). 

As Aspers (2010) describes, “the world is experienced 
and known by the transcendental subject in isolation—the 
Ego … The mental becomes the foundation, rather than the 
external world of objects, as in the objectivistic tradition.” 
Husserl (1960, p. 155) himself contends that “[i]n respect to 
order, the intrinsically first of the philosophical disciplines 
would be the “solipsistically” reduced “egology,” the egology 
of the primordially reduced ego. Only then would intersub-
jective phenomenology become possible, which is founded 
on egology.

Aspers (2010) continues by claiming that according to 
Husserl, man is not inherently social, but is capable of be-
coming social (an idea that he shares with Max Weber).3 
But this position is subject to the sort of critique Heidegger 
later leveled at Descartes and Leibniz: that in being a de-
tached subject, man is unable to communicate with others. 
The same critique is applicable to Husserl. If man is indeed 
solipsistic, reduced to a primordial ego, his ability to reach 
or even to sense the other is limited to his own egological 
perception. Husserl sensed this difficulty and attempted to 
resolve it by positing empathy (Einfühlung) between the 
ego-poles, understood as the primordial experience of par-
ticipating in the actions and feeling of another being with-
out becoming the other. Even by being involved with others, 
man is not losing his own identity (Stein, 1989). Thus, an as-
sumption of empathy which leaves each ego within its own 
borders, and where the interaction with the other is only a 
surface phenomenon, is then the foundation of Husserelian 
intersubjectivity. 

For Heidegger, by contrast, man is “always already” 
a social entity.4 He is born into society, and his perspec-
tive on the world never comes from his subjectivity as op-
posed to the world, but rather arises from within the world. 
Any knowledge of the world is grounded in man as he lives 
among other men:

On the basis of this with-bound (mithaften) being-in-
the-world, the world is already the one that I share 
with others. The world of Dasein is a with-world 

(Mitwelt). Being-in is being-with (mitsein) others. The 
innerwordly being-in-itself of others is Dasein-with 
(mitdasein) (Heidegger, 2010, pp. 115-16).

Human beings are conditioned by their past, by history. 
Man is from the very beginning part of a larger whole, of 
society and its various worlds. He is conditioned not only 
by his immediate surroundings but also by the larger cul-
ture of which he is part. The society whose influence is so 
profound expresses itself not merely in conversations or 
theories, but also in material objects such as tools and build-
ings. What is most important for our purposes is that, for 
Heidegger, man is never alone. Man can only be with oth-
ers—even lonesomeness is a negative way of being with oth-
ers—so that “being-with” is an ontological characterization 
of man.5 Assuming that human beings are social entities of 
this sort additionally implies that society is an organic entity. 
In Heidegger’s perception, society is not organized through 
a conscious contract among solipsistic entities, but instead 
is generated organically through the intricate subconscious 
connections of its members. 

A similar approach is offered by Max Scheler (1954, p. 
260), another member of Husserl’s phenomenological move-
ment. He claims that we perceive one another neither by 
analogy to our own feelings and experiences nor through 
the application of a theory. Instead, such interpersonal per-
ception arises through empathy in an almost subconscious 
awareness of what the other feels. Our perception of the oth-
er is not purely mental. As Shaun Gallagher and Dan Zahavi 
explain it:

We can perceive the joy, sadness, puzzlement, ea-
gerness of others, or that they have a question or a 
concern, etc., in their movements, gestures, facial ex-
pressions and actions, and without necessarily going 
beyond that in order to infer something about their 
mind (Gallagher and Zahavi, 2008, p. 182).

Perceiving Heidegger’s understanding of the social 
through Scheler’s empathy, we understand why an egological 
perception of the world is merely an illusion. 

Contrasting Husserlian and Heideggerian phenomenol-
ogy, Aspers (2010) draws a sociological conclusion. His two 
roads to a phenomenological sociology are paved differently, 
and the differences are not only epistemological. For him, 
Husserl’s account of human relationship truly begins from 
the solipsistic. Husserlian egology is thus not only a way to 
describe human perception of the world but also a descrip-
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tion of how humans relate to one another. Empathy is the 
only way by which human beings can reach one another. For 
Heidegger, on the other hand, social ontology is not only the 
way that human beings perceive the world; it is also a de-
scription of how they relate to one another. In other words, 
what seems to be an ontological disagreement is indeed a so-
ciological dispute as well.

After presenting these two phenomenological ap-
proaches to society, Aspers (ibid.) applies them to a new un-
derstanding of the foundation of spontaneous order theory. 
According to him, both spontaneous order and organiza-
tional order are founded on egological presuppositions. The 
relation of solipsism to organizational order is relatively 
clear; the pretension to re-organize human society is a arises 
from the assumption that each human being is an isolated 
individual; it then makes sense to appeal to some social en-
gineer to organize them into a social complex. But the idea 
that society is ordered in a spontaneous way, Aspers believes, 
is founded on the same egological theory:

The discussion of social order, as presupposed by 
many economists, starts with an egological approach. 
Man is alone, and pursues essentially non-social ends 
that eventually can produce something that is social. 
Though ends may in some way be social, man’s knowl-
edge and meaning (including for example preferences) 
are independent of others. A sociological approach, 
in contrast, starts with the assumption of man as in-
herently social. The distinction between an egological 
and sociological approach, thus, is not merely that one 
stresses organized and the other spontaneous order, 
but the different assumption of man (Aspers, 2010, p. 
14).

Aspers contrasts the egological approach with a socio-
logical, Heideggerian, one:

That man is already in the world means that one can-
not think away the life-world. The order of things is 
already there. Order does not have to be decided by 
people, nor is it merely a result of a spontaneous pro-
cess. When we talk of spontaneous order this is often 
less “spontaneous” than some may think or hope; there 
is no way out of this inherently social world, as long as 
we are men. This is not say that everything is planned, 
but it means that “spontaneous” orders are always the 
result of historically contingent conditions, and most 

fundamentally on the life-word—the world in which 
we already are (Aspers, 2010, p. 14).

Here we come to my disagreement with Aspers. He 
seems to think that any approach to spontaneous order 
which relates it to an organizational order (even in opposi-
tion to it) is bound to understand spontaneous order within 
the context of the egological. While I accept his account of 
the egological foundations of organizational order, I believe 
a Hayekian account of spontaneous order may begin from 
Heideggerian foundations. Unlike Aspers, I do not think 
that spontaneity must be purely subconscious in order to be 
perceived as spontaneity. While it is true that “spontaneous 
order” is often less “spontaneous” than some may think or 
hope, our awareness of spontaneity does not “contaminate” 
it so that it must be redefined as an “organizational” relation. 
Assuming spontaneity in social organization is assuming an 
organic element which should be respected and treated as 
such.

As I suggested above, some take the theory of sponta-
neous order to suggest a nearly mystical conception of an 
“invisible hand.” The order of society not only cannot be 
accounted for on its “retail” level—such as what price each 
item commands at each place and time—but even on a 
“wholesale” level there is neither need nor room for account-
ing for the possibility of social order. It is, after all, spontane-
ous. 

This, I believe, is a mistake. For Hayek, the order arises 
from something identifiable and comprehensible: the net-
works of human interaction, which both directly and indi-
rectly enable society to organize itself. These networks are 
founded within a society which is thus seen as a holistic 
organism into which we are all born together, with one an-
other, relating to one another. We use tools which express 
a common meaning; we relate to public monuments from 
which shine forth the shared civic and religious ideals and 
faiths. This is a Heideggerian view, and Hayek too sees soci-
ety as an intricate organic development. Hayek’s rejection of 
societal organizational order is essentially a demand that we 
respect this organic process of development.

III

Some of the confusion here may be due to the very 
word “spontaneous.” An alternative I would like to explore 
is the word “emergent,” a term that seems especially relevant 
in connection with Hayek’s (1952) work the Sensory Order. 
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Both Gerald Gaus (2007) and Edward Feser (2007) point 
out that Hayek insisted on linking the notion of spontane-
ous order to an evolutionary analysis. Gaus (2007, p. 232, n. 
2) claims that Hayek repeatedly referred to “the twin ideas 
of evolution and spontaneous order,” as these are the main 
tools for dealing with complex phenomena, including hu-
man interactions in general.

Feser (2007) also discusses Hayek’s concern with com-
plexity—as opposed to mere “spontaneity”—in the way 
different sensors in the structure of the sensory system func-
tion. Feser claims that Hayek understands perception as well 
as the perceived as emerging from a neural structure which 
is already present in the perceiver’s mind:

If a given perceptual experience—of an orange, say—
is possible only once the relevant concepts have been 
acquired by virtue of the formation of neural connec-
tions corresponding to the various properties of the 
orange, then one’s conscious, explicit knowledge of the 
orange presupposes in Hayek’s view something implicit 
and unconscious (Feser, 2007, pp. 300-301).

Feser (ibid.) continues with the following quote: “Mind 
is not a guide but a product of cultural evolution, and is 
based more on imitation than on insight or reason.” In other 
words, the power of perceiving and understanding does not 
simply “arise spontaneously,” but rather emerges from an 
extremely complex development which combines biological 
evolution (senses and neural anatomy) with the culture one 
acquires through imitation and one’s own personal experi-
ence. The many details of this story cannot, in general, be 
cashed out in “retail,” but this does not mean we are dealing 
with an invisible hand about which we can only admit our 
ignorance. Rather, on the “wholesale” level we can point—
precisely as Hayek does—to the various evolutionary, cultur-
al and individual influences from which the sensory order 
emerges. 

Similarly, the spontaneous order of society needs to be 
understood as the emergence of order in a complex system. 
How this order comes about, we can probably never know in 
detail. But that does not mean that we cannot grasp the over-
all rationality of the process of emergence. The complexity of 
human interactions is parallel to the evolved physiology and 
organs of complex organisms. Ordered conduct in society is 
founded on an intricate web of relationships, interactions, 
and traditions. There is usually no way to analyze how these 
foundations yield social order. For theoretical purposes, this 
emergence is equivalent to spontaneity.

IV

So must we be policy nihilists? Does the fact that we cannot 
predict or analyze social behavior with precision force us to 
give up any attempt to legislate or regulate social structures? 
Hayek clearly did not see society as simply chaotic. Indeed, 
he did not believe that useful regulation could be derived 
analytically. Instead, we need to remember that, as we regu-
late a complex system, the new order that emerges depends 
on a detailed chain of actions and reactions, just as it did in 
the system’s original natural development. We cannot de-
duce medical treatments from an analysis of the evolution-
ary pathways that formed our physiology, but this need not 
make us medical agnostics. Trial and error is perhaps the 
safest way to make progress here. There is no room for a sys-
tematic overall treatment based on some a priori analysis.
An excellent example of this is Hayek’s treatment of law as 
a means for regulating society. Hayek did not see law as the 
product of a single act of legislation, but instead, the result of 
a process:

[H]owever carefully we may think out beforehand ev-
ery single act of law-making, we are never free to re-
design completely the legal system as a whole, or to 
remake it out of whole cloth according to a coherent 
design. Law-making is necessarily a continuous pro-
cess in which every step produces hitherto unforeseen 
consequences for what we can or must do next (Hayek, 
1973, p. 65).

Despite the organization-like practice of law-making, 
Hayek took the whole legal system to be a spontaneous or-
der. The step-by-step procedure of legislation is thus an ex-
ample of an order that is sensitive to its own spontaneous 
character. Hayek admits that law is not usually perceived in 
this way, but insists that it is a tacit theory which underlies 
the whole system:

In this process the individual lawyer is necessarily 
more an unwitting tool, a link in a chain of events that 
he does not see as a whole, than a conscious initiator. 
Whatever he acts as a judge or as the drafter of a stat-
ute, the framework of general conceptions into which 
we must fit his decision is given to him, and his task 
is to apply these general principles of the law, not to 
question them. However much he may be concerned 
about the future implications of his decisions, he can 
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judge them only in the context of all the other rec-
ognized principles of the law that are given to him 
(Hayek, 1973, p. 66).

The law, which many see as the regulator of society, is 
seen by Hayek as itself the product of a complex process of 
emergence. Although law-making is not the product of an a 
priori analysis, it is nonetheless a deliberate attempt to reg-
ulate human society. The procedure, however, is not all-at-
once, but step-by-step; that is, it is emergent.

Hayek’s attitude toward judgment is presented more 
clearly in his explanation of the function of the judge. Hayek 
claims that a judge often functions as an institution of a 
spontaneous order:

The distinct character of the rules which the judge will 
have to apply, and must endeavor to articulate and im-
prove, is best understood if we remember that he is 
called in to correct disturbances of an order that has 
not been made by anyone and does not rest on the in-
dividuals having been told what they must do. In most 
instances no authority will even have known at the 
time the disputed action took place what the individu-
als did or why they did it. The judge is in this sense an 
institution of a spontaneous order. He will always find 
such an order in existence as an attribute of an ongoing 
process in which the individuals are able successfully 
to pursue their plans because they can form expecta-
tions about the actions of their fellows which have a 
good chance of being met (Hayek, 1973, pp. 94-5).

The law as well as other social institutions has a sponta-
neous basis which is expressed by the judge. What is special 
about the law is that despite its spontaneity, it qualifies the 
market by constraining it to agreed-upon principles. These 
two social entities, the market and the law, occupy the same 
playground, influencing each other and qualifying each oth-
er, a process which occurs spontaneously as well.

Hayek (ibid., p. 66) counters the claims that law is con-
servative with an apology, and it not a mystery why he does 
so. If law is such a similar social institution to the market, 
then one may be able to propose an analogy from law to the 
market. As we know, Hayek (1960, pp. 397-411) did not wish 
to identify himself as a conservative, so he had to reject the 
same attribute being applied to law as well. Indeed, Hayek 
did not unambiguously endorse even fiscal conservatism, 
or any other fixed economic policy. But regardless of his 
rejection of conservatism, we should not ignore his careful 

approach to making changes, which consisted of gradual 
corrections and adjustments.

V

To conclude, spontaneous order theory is a theory that 
should be understood in the context of its philosophical 
background, whether Hayek himself was aware of it or not.6 
Social connections, interpersonal relations or intimacy are 
indeed the basis of the spontaneous order. Social connec-
tions might have been taken seriously even without the influ-
ence of German Romanticism and its effects on philosophers 
such as Martin Heidegger, but the two notions of perceiving 
society holistically and of understanding human interactions 
as the basis of human society helped to generate a theory of 
spontaneous order in the social sphere. This is because for 
Hayek, the order arises from something identifiable and 
comprehensible: the net of human interaction, which both 
directly and indirectly enables society to organize itself. This 
net is founded on a society which is thus seen as a holistic 
organism into which we are all born together, with one an-
other, relating to one another. With this Heideggerian view, 
which I believe that Hayek shared, society is an intricate or-
ganic development. Hayek’s rejection of organizational order 
is essentially a demand that we respect this organic process 
of development. 

Understanding spontaneous order theory in this con-
text enables us to appreciate the role of sociological and psy-
chological factors in addition to microeconomic ones. It also 
enables us to appreciate market regulations, provided they 
are of a spontaneous nature. Assuming their spontaneity, 
we do not have to reject intervention. What we must negate 
is instead an analytic approach, or the assumption that one 
can take apart the market and put it back together as a new 
“organization.” Instead, what is suggested by the spontane-
ous approach is intervention by piecemeal correction. What 
the economist is required to do is to use his judgment rather 
than attempt to effectuate a complete change. He may sug-
gest adjustments to new situations, or propose better solu-
tions to market failures; he should however avoid proposals 
that transform the economic system. He has to attune him-
self to social processes, and to adjust the economy accord-
ingly.
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NOTES

1 For further reading about intersubjectivity in Hayek’s 
thought, see Dupuy (2001) and Hodgson (2001). I am 
grateful to David Andersson for pointing out these two 
references.

2  See, for instance, Kant’s Preface to the Prolegomena: 
“Since the Essays of Locke and Leibnitz, or rather since 
the rise of metaphysics as far as the history of it reaches, 
no event has occurred that could have been more deci-
sive with respect to the fate of this science than the at-
tack made upon it by David Hume” (Kant, 2004, p. 7). 

3  Another critic of Husserl’s view of the social is Alfred 
Schutz (1966). 

4  The notion of man as a social animal should be attrib-
uted to Aristotle: “Hence it is evident that a city is a 
natural production, and that man by nature a political 
(social) animal” (Lord, 1984, 1253a2-3).

5  It seems that according to Alfred Schutz, this percep-
tion is already implied in Husserl’s writings: “even in the 
natural standpoint, a man experiences of his neighbors 
even [when] the latter are not at all present in the bodily 
sense…” (Schutz, 1967, p. 109). 

6  Geoffrey Hodgson (2001, p. 211) contends that Hayek 
analyzes the economy from a universalistic perspective: 
“Hayek assumed that the ‘basic economic problems’ of 
choice and scarcity could be realised through the opera-
tion of the market and private property only.” 
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